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Introduction 

Arbitration as a form of alternative dispute settlement technique has a long tradition in 

the realm of international commerce. In the most general terms arbitration could be 

defined as “the resolution of the dispute between two or more parties by a third person 

(arbitrator) who derives his powers from an agreement (an arbitration agreement) of the 

parties, and whose decision is binding on them.“
1
 Thus, by referring their dispute to 

arbitration the parties expressed the intention not to be subject to the standard court 

proceedings. However, the courts are not entirely exempted from the settlement process. 

They are authorized to rule on the existence and validity of an arbitration agreement; 

they have a significant role with respect to recognition and enforcement of the arbitral 

awards; last but not least, under certain conditions, the courts even have the power to set 

aside an arbitration award. 

Assuredly, the arbitration has also been influenced by the ongoing European integration. 

Although the positive impact of international commercial arbitration on the trade in 

general is undisputed, the coexistence of the standard court litigation on one side and 

the arbitration on the other sometimes causes problems. These stem mainly from the 

ambiguous interface between the two systems, which is often misused by those who 

intend to avoid observing their commitments. 

Furthermore, the European integration is not absolute when it comes to unification of 

rules on conflicts of jurisdictions, thus the national rules may be found incompatible 

with the European legislature. Other conflicts arise when Member States interpret 

a certain rule or a principle differently. To ensure that the EU law is interpreted and 

applied in the same way in all EU countries, which is the crucial requirement for the 

smooth functioning of the EU legal system, the Member States set up the European 

Court of Justice (“ECJ“) and entrusted it with extensive judicial powers. 

When the ECJ issued its long awaited judgement in the West Tankers
2
or Front Comor

3
 

case on 10 February 2009, it has caused turbulent discussions and controversies, many 

                                                 
1
 POUDRET, Jean-François, Sebastian BASSON, Stephen BERTI a Annette PONTI. Comparative law of 

international arbitration. p. 2. 
2
 ECJ Case C-185/07,  Allianz SpA (formerly Riunione Adriatica Di Sicurta SpA) and Others v West 

Tankers Inc. [2009]. 
3
 The author of this thesis will hereinafter use the denotation West Tankers. 
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of which are not resolved even today. However, the decision has been perceived more 

as a disappointment rather than a surprise; the ECJ’s rationale of the West Tankers 

decision follows the same line of argumentation as expressed in the previous ECJ 

ruling, namely the Turner v Grovit
4
 case, in which the ECJ found that the effect of an 

anti-suit injunction on the foreign proceedings infringed the Brussels Convention. The 

controversial element of the West Tankers decision lies in the fact, that the ECJ found 

the anti-suit injunctions, granted to give effect to an arbitration agreement, incompatible 

with the Brussels I Regulation, even though arbitration as such is excluded from the 

scope of the Brussels I Regulation. 

The objective of this thesis is to explore some of the key aspects and consequences of 

the ECJ’s decision in West Tankers and the respective reasoning of the English courts. 

We will introduce and analyse different perspectives on the compatibility of the anti-

suit injunctions with the EU law and their interface when it comes to enforcing 

arbitration agreements. Furthermore, we will try to find an optimal alternative to anti-

suit injunctions which would be conformable with the EU legislation, as well as explore 

the possibilities of preventing the negative aspects of parallel proceedings via the 

revision of the Brussels I Regulation. 

As to the structure of the thesis, it is sectioned into eight chapters. In the first chapter we 

will introduce the legal context including the relevant law and legal concepts. The 

second chapter deals with the use of the central legal concept of anti-suit injunctions 

prior West Tankers with a special emphasis on its compatibility with the Brussels I 

Regulation. In the following chapter we will concisely establish the factual background 

of the respective dispute. Consequently, the fourth chapter summarizes the conclusions 

of the proceedings leading to the ECJ decision, i.e. the reasoning of the English courts – 

the Commercial court and the House of Lords. The following two chapters analyse the 

opinion delivered by the AG Kokott and the ultimate decision and reasoning of the ECJ. 

In the seventh chapter we will review the proceedings following the ECJ decision in 

which the English courts were trying to mitigate its consequences and divert the so-

called “Italian torpedo”. Finally, the last chapter considers the implications of the West 

Tankers decision in the context of the revision of the Brussels I Regulation and 

                                                 
4
 ECJ Case C-159/02, Gregory Paul Turner v Felix Fareed Ismail Grovit, Harada Ltd and Changepoint 

SA. [2004] . 
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examines the potential alternatives to anti-suit injunctions regarding the prevention of 

torpedo actions. 

The core of the thesis methodology is the case study approach, which comprises a 

descriptive method followed by an analysis and a synthesis. The descriptive method is 

used to introduce the legal context and the factual background of the dispute itself and 

the respective proceedings. This is followed by the analysis of the decisions and 

reasoning of the English courts, AG Kokott and the ECJ respectively. Finally, we are 

using synthesis to summarize the conclusions and potential implications of the decision 

on the further practice and revision of the respective legislation. 
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1 Determination of the Legal Context 

One of the many aspects of the European integration is certainly the judicial cooperation 

in civil and commercial matters which was originally established by the Brussels 

Convention on Jurisdiction and Enforcement of Judgements in Civil and Commercial 

Matters (1968) (hereinafter “Brussels Convention”). This convention has been replaced 

by the the Council Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on jurisdiction 

and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters 

(hereinafter “Brussels I Regulation”). The importance of these documents lays in the 

fact that they set out uniform rules to settle conflicts of jurisdiction and facilitate the 

free circulation of judgements, court settlements and authentic instruments in the 

European Union
5
. 

However, there are exceptions from the scope of the Brussels I Regulation. One of these 

exceptions is the arbitration exception contained in the Art. (1)(2)(d). The concise 

wording of this provision is rather unfortunate as it does not specify which arbitration-

related proceedings are exempted from the scope of the regulation. While the national 

courts follow the rules contained in the Brussels I Regulation, they are still bound by 

obligations set out by the the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of 

Foreign Arbitral Awards (1958, “New York Convention“). The national courts have 

a crucial role since while they have the right to decide on their own jurisdiction, they 

also have the right to decide whether an arbitration agreement concluded by the parties 

to a dispute is valid and applicable - in this case the court has the obligation to refer the 

parties to arbitration; otherwise it would (provided that it has jurisdiction) decide on the 

merits of the dispute. 

Although it may be expected that the national courts apply a prima facie test when it 

comes to ruling on the existence and validity of arbitration agreements and the 

subsequent reference to a proper forum, it is not always true. Some Member States have 

disfunctional judicial systems which results in extremely long periods for deciding even 

the most obvious cases. This phenomenon is sometimes used as an abusive delaying 

                                                 
5
 Report from the Commision to the European Parliament, the Council and the European Economic and 

Social Committee on the application of Council Regulation (EC) No 44/2011 on jurisdiction and the 

recognition and enforcement of judgements in civil and commercial matters. Brussels 21.4. 2009. COM 

(2009) 174 final. p. 2. 
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tactics, referred to as the “torpedo actions“, by those who want to avoid settling 

a dispute in an appropriate forum. One of the most effective remedies for preventing 

torpedoes is the institute of anti-suit injunctions. By issuing an anti-suit injunction the 

court of the seat of arbitration restrains the proceedings which has been commenced in 

violation with the arbitration agreement. 

Clearly, the unification established by the Brussels I Regulation has not been absolute; 

the Member States have retained some of their national jurisdictional rules. In most 

cases, application of different national rules does not cause any problems and any 

eventual conflicts are easily resolved. Yet in other cases national rules may create 

serious obstacles or even contradict the principles set out in the Brussels I Regulation. 

Such conflicts are often subject to the  review of the European Court of Justice (“ECJ“), 

or even call for a solution by way of a law amendment. 

One of the national remedies, used almost exclusively by common law jurisdictions, are 

anti-suit injunctions. Formally the English courts derive the power of granting 

injunctions from the Supreme Court Act 1981 and the Arbitration Act 1996. Moreover, 

their discretion has been modified by a wide array of case-law, which has made the use 

of this remedy highly predictable. 

Although the effectiveness of anti-suit injunctions when it comes to coping with issues 

of parallel proceedings is undisputable, their use and necessity has been repeatedly 

criticized and contested within the European Community. While the use of anti-suit 

injunctions in cases of conflicting court proceedings had been found incompatible with 

the Brussels I Regulation, the permissibility of this remedy in case of arbitration 

agreement enforcement had not been resolved until West Tankers. Obviously, the 

distinction derives from the above-mentioned arbitration exception and the overall 

hesitation to interfere with the free will of the parties. 

In the following chapter we will review the use of anti-suit injuctions prior the ECJ’s 

decision in West Tankers as well as analyze the potential problems deriving from the 

use of this remedy within the Brussels-Lugano regime. 
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2 The Use of Anti-Suit Injunctions Prior West Tankers 

Decision 

In general terms, anti-suit injunctions serve to prevent an opposing party from 

beginning or continuing to commence a legal proceedings in another forum
6
. Raphael 

defines an anti-suit injunction as “... an order of the court requiring the injunction 

defendant not to commence, or to cease to pursue, or not to advance particular claims 

within, or to take steps to terminate or suspend, court or arbitration proceedings in a 

foreign country, or court proceedings elsewhere [in England]. The order is addressed to, 

and binds, the actual or potential litigant in the other proceedings, and is not addressed 

to, and has no effect on, the other court“
7
. 

2.1 Anti-Suit Injunctions in the Practice of English Courts 

An anti-suit injunction is a remedy typical for the common law jurisdictions; English 

courts have been using it for over 200 years
8
. On the other hand, in civil law 

jurisdictions, it has been either an entirely unknown or a highly criticized concept. 

There are only a very few jurisdictions which are influenced by the civil law tradition 

and still acknowledge and grant anti-suit injunctions
9
. Most of the critique stems from 

the assumption that they interfere with the sovereignty of the foreign state and the 

jurisdiction of the foreign court. Such interference is argued to be in violation with 

international comity and public international law in general. On the other hand, an anti-

suit injunction is a powerful tool which is used to prevent parallel proceedings, forum 

shopping and so called “torpedo actions“. 

The English courts derive their power to grant final injunctions from the Supreme Court 

Act 1981 section 37(1)
10

, whereas interim injunctions enforcing arbitration clauses can 

be granted under section 44(1), (2)(e)
11

 of the Arbitration Act 1996. An injunction may 

                                                 
6
 MATERNA, Mark G. An Unnecessary Consternation: An Analysis of the Future of EU Arbitration in 

the Wake of the West Tankers Decision. p. 573. 
7
 RAPHAEL, Thomas. The Anti-Suit Injunction. p. 3-4.  

8
 Ibid. 

9
 Examples of these would be Scotland and Québec, both of which stand between the common law and 

the civil law. 
10

 „The High Court may by order (whether interlocutory or final) an injunction or appoint a receiver in all 

cases in which it appears to the court to be just and convenient to do so.“ 
11

 „Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the court has for the purposes of and in relation to arbitral 

proceedings the same power of making orders about the matters listed below as it has for the purposes of 
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be granted if the following pre-requisites are met: (i) the court must have personal 

jurisdiction over the respondent; (ii) the applicant must demonstrate a valid right not to 

sued abroad, which can derive inter alia from an arbitration agreement; (iii) the ends of 

justice require an injunction to enforce this right; (iv) there are no other grounds for 

refusal
12

. 

Although the statutory basis for granting anti-suit injunctions is rather laconic when it 

empowers the High Court to grant an injunction “in all cases in which it appears to the 

court to be just and convenient to do so“, the English courts exercise this power in 

a more or less predictable way. The injunctions are usually granted in two main 

situations: first are the „contractual“ injunctions, where foreign proceedings are in 

breach of a contractual forum clause providing for the exclusive jurisdiction of the 

English courts or for London arbitration; and second, “the alternative forum“ cases, 

where foreign proceedings overlap with matters that are being litigated or can be 

litigated in England, and are also vexatious and oppressive (or unconscionable) for 

a variety of reasons
13

. Less common are cases in which the courts grant an injunction to 

restrain the pursuit of foreign proceedings abroad which can only be pursued abroad or 

even restraining the pursuit of proceedings in England.
14

 Finally, injunctions can be 

granted to restrain the pursuit of both court proceedings and arbitration proceedings.
15

  

It must be emphasised that once an anti-suit injunction is granted, its breach would have 

serious consequences on the injunction respondent. First of all, it would amount to 

contempt of court, which could lead to seizing the injunction respondent’s assets or 

even imprisonment. The second implication of such a breach would be the refusal to 

recognise and enforce any foreign judgement obtained in defiance of the order.
16

 

When it comes to enforcing an English exclusive forum clause, the English courts have 

a wider discretion whether to grant an anti-suit injunction. This discretion is governed 

                                                                                                                                               
and in relation to legal proceedings... Those matters are - ... (e) the granting of an interim injunction or the 

appointment of a receiver.“ 
12

 SANTOMAURO, Patrizio. Sense and Sensibility: Reviewing West Tankers and Dealing with Its 

Implications in the Wake of the Reform of EC Regulation 44/2001. p. 282. 
13

 Such reasons include cases in which the foreign proceedings were found to be frivolous and pointless, 

or brought mala fide with the intention of harassing the defendant, or bound to fail. (RAPHAEL, Thomas. 

The Anti-Suit Injunction.p. 101). 
14

 RAPHAEL, Thomas. The Anti-Suit Injunction.p. 6. 
15

 The latter is sometimes denoted as an anti-arbitration injunction. 
16

 TAN, Daniel. Anti-Suit Injunction and the Vexing Problem of Comity. p. 341, 342. 
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by the Angelic Grace principles set out by the decision
17

 of the Court of Appeal, which 

at the same time captures the common law view of the anti-suit injunctions as such. In 

this crucial decision, Lord Justice Millet argued that “... it was time to lay aside the 

ritual incantation that anti-suit injunctions should only be used sparingly and with great 

caution. He saw no good reason for diffidence in granting an injunction to restrain 

foreign proceedings [brought in breach of an arbitration clause] on the clear and simple 

ground that the defendant has promised not to bring them.“
18

 

2.2 The Use of Anti-Suit Injunctions in the Context of the Brussels-

Lugano Regime 

The Brussels-Lugano regime, defined by the Brussels I Regulation and the Lugano 

Convention
19

, imposes even further restriction on the grant of anti-suit injunctions in 

case of seeking to restrain proceedings in other Brussels-Lugano Member States. The 

English courts, in a line with cases starting with Continental Bank v Aekos
20

, saw no 

incompatibility between the right of the English courts to grant anti-suit injunction and 

the jurisdictional rules set out by the Brussels-Lugano regime. However, the ECJ 

adopted an adverse position on this matter. The substantial decisions would certainly be 

the Gasser v MISAT
21

 case and the Turner v Grovit case, which both addressed the 

problem of parallel proceedings. 

In Gasser v MISAT the ECJ ruled that the court second seised whose jurisdiction has 

been claimed under an agreement conferring jurisdiction must nevertheless stay 

proceedings until the court first seised has declared its jurisdiction. The decision in 

Turner v Grovit clearly followed this reasoning, but it was a milestone in another way. 

In this case, the House of Lords decided to refer to the ECJ the question of whether anti-

suit injunctions were compatible with the Brussels Convention. The decision itself was 

not a surprising one, however, it meant a major blow for the English practice of granting 

anti-suit injunctions. The ECJ ruled that the [Brussels] Convention is to be interpreted 

                                                 
17

 Aggeliki Charis Compania Maritima SA v Pagnan SpA (the Angelic Grace) [1995] 1 Lloyds Rep 87 

(CA). 
18

 Ibid., para. 96. 
19

 Lugano Convention unifies the rules on jurisdiction in civil and commercial matters and expands the 

applicability of the Brussels IRegulation to the relations between Member States of the EC on the one 

hand and Norway, Iceland and Switzerland on the other. 
20

 Continental Bank NA v Aekos Compania Naviera SA [1994] 1 WLR 558. 
21

 ECJ Case C-116/02,  Erich Gasser GmbH v MISAT Srl [2003]. 
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as precluding the grant of an injunction whereby a court of a Contracting State prohibits 

a party to proceedings pending before it from commencing or continuing legal 

proceedings before a court of another Contracting State, even where that party is acting 

in bad faith with a view to frustrating the existing proceedings
22

. The reasoning of the 

court is based on the principle of mutual trust, inherent to the Brussels regime, which 

provides that the rules on jurisdiction laid down by the Brussels Convention are 

common to all courts of the Contracting States and may be interpreted and applied with 

the same authority by each of them
23

. The argument that anti-suit injunctions have 

personal effect only, and thus do not directly interfere with the foreign court, was 

dismissed. What was important, according to the ECJ, was the substantive, indirect, 

interference with the jurisdiction of the other court
24

. Finally, the Court held that even if 

the injunction was to be regarded as merely a measure of procedural nature intended to 

safeguard the integrity of the proceedings pending before court which issues it, thus 

being a matter of national law alone, national laws may not impair the effectiveness of 

the Brussels Convention
25

. 

However, even after the ECJ’s decision in Turner v Grovit, a few more questions 

concerning the power to grant anti-suit injunctions have remained unresolved. First, it 

remained unclear whether the implications of Turner v Grovit should be used by 

analogy to injunctions to restrain the pursuit of proceedings outside the Brussels-

Lugano zone
26

. The practice of the English courts indicates that contrary is the case; 

numerous injunctions of this type have been granted subsequently
27

. The second 

unresolved issue was whether Turner v Grovit extends to injunctions restraining 

proceedings brought in breach of an arbitration clause
28

. This question has been dealt 

with and ultimately resolved by the ECJ in the West Tankers decision. 

 

                                                 
22

 Turner v Grovit, para. 31. 
23

 Ibid., para 25. 
24

 Ibid., para. 28. 
25

 Ibid., para. 29. 
26

 Although Turner v Grovit was decided on the grounds of the provisions of the Brussels Convention,  its 

implications apply also in cases where the Brussels I Regulation is applicable.  
27

 RAPHAEL, Thomas. The Anti-Suit Injunction.p. 272.; See, eg, Cadre SA v Astra Asigurari SA [2006] 1 

Lloyds Rep 560, General Motors Corporation v Royal & Sun Alliance Insurance Plc [2007] 2 CLC 507. 
28

 In Turner v Grovit, the injunction issued by the English courts (the High Court of Justice of England 

and Wales and the Court of Appeal respectively) was aimed to refrain the injunction defendant from 

continuing or commencing proceedings before the Spanish courts. 
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2.2.1 Arbitration Exception in the Brussels I Regulation 

The compatibility of anti-suit injunctions with the Brussels I Regulation is largely 

dependant on interpretation of the arbitration exception contained in the Art. 1 (2)(d), 

which states that „The Regulation shall not apply to ... (d) arbitration“. This concise  

provision has been subject to an intensive debate ever since the Brussels I Regulation 

came into force. 

The reason for excluding arbitration from the scope of the Brussels I Regulation is the 

fact that all EU Member States are Contracting States of the New York Convention, and 

some Member States are also Contracting States of the European Convention on 

International Commercial Arbitration (1961)
29

.  

According to the case law of the ECJ, the arbitration exception clause must be 

interpreted broadly. In Marc Rich
30

 the ECJ held that the intention was to “exclude 

arbitration in its entirety, including proceedings brought before national courts“
31

. 

However, at the same time it concluded that “the fact that a preliminary issue relates to 

the existence or validity of the arbitration agreement does not affect the exclusion from 

the scope of the Convention“
32

. Whether certain proceedings falls within the scope of 

the Brussels I Regulation is determined according to the nature of the subject-matter of 

the proceedings
33

. Such conclusion is evident from another crucial ECJ case, namely 

Van Uden
34

, in which the ECJ held following: 

i. a court having jurisdiction as to the substance of a case in accordance with 

Articles 2 and 5 to 18 of the Convention also has jurisdiction to order any 

provisional or protective measures
35

; 

ii. Article 24
36

 adds rule of jurisdiction whereby a court may order provisional or 

protective measures even if it does not have jurisdiction as to the substance of 

the case
37

; 

                                                 
29

 PAUKNEROVÁ, Monika. Evropské mezinárodní právo soukromé. p. 131. 
30

 ECJ Case C-190/89, Marc Rich & Co. AG v Società Italiana Impianti PA [1991]. 
31

 Ibid., para. 18. 
32

 Ibid., para. 28. 
33

 HESS, B., PFEIFFER, T., SCHLOSSER, P. Report on the Application of Regulation Brussels I in the 

Member States (Study JLS/C4/2005/03). p. 50. 
34

 ECJ Case C-391/95, Van Uden Maritime BV v Komanditgesellschaft in Firma Deco Line [1998]. 
35

 Ibid., para. 19. 
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iii. Provisional measures are not in principle ancillary to arbitration proceedings but 

are ordered in parallel to such proceedings and are intended as measures of 

support. They concern not arbitration as such but the protection of a variety of 

rights. Their place in the scope of the Convention is thus determined not by their 

own nature but by the nature of the rights they serve to protect
38

. 

Generally, English lawyers as well as the English courts are of the opinion that the 

arbitration exception should be given a wide interpretation; consequently, proceedings 

in which the arbitration agreement is used to challenge jurisdiction, or injunctive 

proceedings to enforce an arbitration agreement should fall outside the scope of the 

Brussels I Regulation
39

. This opinion is evident from the Through Transport
40

 case in 

which the Court of Appeal concluded that an anti-suit injunction to enforce an 

arbitration clause fell within the arbitration exception, since the ‘principal focus’ of the 

claim was arbitration, and that such an injunction was not precluded by the principle of 

mutual trust, because it fell entirely outside the scope of the Convention
41

. 

On the other hand, the civil law tradition authorities emphasize parties’ right to 

jurisdictional protection. In their view, legal protection must prevail over private 

autonomy and, thus, an objection to jurisdiction of a tribunal before a national court 

over the application for the anti-suit injunction.
42

 Such a remedy is consistent with the 

principles of sovereignty and non-interference. However, even though the civil law 

provides an alternative to the common law solution when it comes to parallel 

proceedings, it does not solve problems of “torpedo actions”. This certainly is one of the 

reasons why parties so often choose London as the venue for arbitration. Which one of 

these two perspectives of the arbitration exception prevails - the common law or the 

civil law - would be the ultimate key to the ECJ’s decision in West Tankers. 

                                                                                                                                               
36

 Art. 24 of the Brussels Convention states “Application may be made to the courts of a Contracting 

State for such provisional, including protective, measures as may be available under the law of that State, 

even if, under this Convention, the courts of another Contracting State have jurisdiction as to the 

substance of the matter.“ 
37

 Ibid., para. 20. 
38

 Ibid., para. 33. 
39

 MAGNUS, Ulrich, MANKOWSKI, Peter. Brussels I Regulation. p. 69. 
40

 Through Transport Mutual Insurance Association (Eurasia) Ltd v. New India Assurance Association 

Co Ltd [2005] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 6. 
41

 RAPHAEL, Thomas. The Anti-Suit Injunction. p. 277. 
42

 SANTOMAURO, Patrizio. Sense and Sensibility: Reviewing West Tankers and Dealing with Its 

Implications in the Wake of the Reform of EC Regulation 44/2001. p. 290. 
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2.2.2 Torpedo Actions in the Context of the Brussels-Lugano Regime 

An Anti-suit injunction serves as a remedy against parallel proceedings, as it stops 

parties from pursuing identical claims in two different jurisdictions. Since parallel 

proceedings creates delays and poses a risk of conflicting decisions, the Brussels I 

Regulation in Section 9 provides for the lis pendens rule, under which “any court other 

than the court first seised shall of its own motion stay its proceedings until such time as 

the jurisdiction of the court first seised is established“. This rule applies only if the 

parallel proceedings between the same parties involve the same cause of action
43

. Even 

though this rule is definitely a positive approach to solving problems of parallel 

proceedings within the Brussels-Lugano regime, it could be subject to an abuse. One of 

the forms of abuse of the lis pendens rule are so called „torpedo actions“. 

A torpedo action is the deliberate attempt by one party to prevent proceedings (litigation 

or arbitration) from being heard in one Member State by commencing proceedings in 

another Member State where the judicial system is extremely slow
44

. Since under the 

Brussels I Regulation lis pendens rule, the court second seised must stay the 

proceedings until the court first seised decides on its jurisdiction, the second action is 

torpedoed, as it may take years before the first court hears and decides the case. 

Originally, the “torpedo“ tactics evolved in the context of proceedings concerning the 

European patent. Potential infringers have been using it as a preemtive strike in 

anticipation of the owner of the patent filing a claim for a cross-border injunction or 

other infringement claim.
45

 As Betti explains, “The potential infringer commences 

proceedings in an EU member state with a notoriously slow court system, seeking a 

declaration of non-infringement and invalidity in respect of the part of the European 

patent granted in that member state and also a declaration of non-infringement of the 

counterparts in other member states. While the action is pending, the patentee is 

prevented from pursuing any claim in other member states for infringement of the 
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counterparts of the patent“
46

. Such dilatory tactics has over time expanded into the 

realm of other civil and commercial disputes. 

This tactics has been first used in Italy, known for notoriously slow court system, thus it 

soon became known as “Italian torpedo“. Consequently, other countries with slow 

judicial systems have been used too; another example could be “Belgian torpedo“. 

According to the Heidelberg Report, the national report of the Czech Republic has not 

reported any experience with “torpedos“ nor did it express serious concern.
47
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3 Factual Background 

In 2000 the Front Comor, a vessel owned by West Tankers Inc. (“West Tankers“) and 

chartered by Erg Petroli SpA (“Erg“), collided in Syracuse (Italy) with a jetty owned by 

Erg and caused damage. The charterparty was governed by English law and contained 

a clause providing for arbitration in London (United Kingdom)
48

. 

Erg claimed compensation from its insurers Allianz and Generali up to the limit of its 

insurance cover and commenced arbitration proceedings in London against West 

Tankers for the excess. West Tankers denied liability for the damage caused by the 

collision. 

Having paid Erg compensation under the insurance policies for the loss it had suffered, 

Allianz and Generali brought proceedings on 30 July 2003 against West Tankers before 

the Tribunale di Siracusa (Italy) in order to recover the sums they paid to Erg. The 

action was based on their statutory right of subrogation to Erg’s claims, in accordance 

with Article 1916 of the Italian Civil Code. West Tankers raised an objection of lack of 

jurisdiction on the basis of the existence of the arbitration agreement. 

In parallel, West Tankers brought proceedings, on 10 September 2004, before the High 

Court of Justice of England and Wales, Queens Bench Division (Commercial Court), 

seeking a declaration that the dispute between itself, on the one hand, and Allianz and 

Generali, on the other, was to be settled by arbitration pursuant to the arbitration 

agreement. West Tankers also sought an injunction restraining Allianz and Generali 

from pursuing any proceedings other than arbitration and requiring them to discontinue 

the proceedings commenced before the Tribunale di Siracusa (‘the anti-suit injunction’). 

By judgement of 21 March 2005, the Commercial Court, upheld West Tankers’ claims 

and granted the anti-suit injunction sought against Allianz and Generali. The latter 

appealed against that judgement to the House of Lords. They argued that the grant of 

such injunction is contrary to Regulation No 44/2011. The House of Lords decided to 
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stay its proceedings and to refer the following question to the Court for a preliminary 

ruling: 

‘Is it consistent with Regulation No 44/2001 for a court of a Member State to make an 

order to restrain a person from commencing or continuing proceedings in another 

Member State on the ground that such proceedings are in breach of an arbitration 

agreement?’ 

On 10 February 2010 the Court (Grand Chamber) handed down its decision and stated 

that “It is incompatible with Council Regulation (EC) No 44/2011 of 22 December 2000 

on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgements in civil and 

commercial matters for a court of a Member State to make an order to restrain a person 

from commencing or continuing proceedings before the courts of another Member State 

on the ground that such proceedings would be contrary to an arbitration agreement.”
49
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4 Proceedings Leading to the ECJ Decision 

In this chapter we are going to have a closer look at the proceedings prior the ECJ 

decision, with a special emphasis on the reasoning of the Commercial Court
50

 and the 

House of Lords
51

. 

4.1 Reasoning of the Commercial Court 

As stated hereinbefore, on 10 September 2004, West Tankers filed a claim with the 

Commercial Court, seeking 

i. a declaration that the dispute was to be settled by arbitration pursuant to the 

arbitration agreement, and 

ii. an injunction restraining Allianz and Generali from pursuing any 

proceedings other than arbitration and requiring them to discontinue the 

proceedings commenced before the Tribunale di Siracusa. 

First, the Commercial Court established
52

 that the issues of liability which arise between 

Allianz and Generali (hereinafter the Defendants) and West Tankers (hereinafter the 

Claimant) in the Syracuse court proceedings are substantially the same as those which 

arise in the arbitration. The main issue is in both cases whether the Claimant is 

protected by the errors of navigation exclusion in clause 19 of the charterparty or by 

Article IV rule 2(a) of the Hague Rules
53

. 

The Commercial Court then dealt with the Defendants’ objections to granting an 

injunction, which were based on three alternative grounds: 

i. the issue whether the Defendants are bound by the arbitration agreement is 

governed by Italian law – the law of the insurance contracts; and under Italian 
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law a subrogated insurer would not be bound by an arbitration agreement 

between the assured and a third party debtor
54

; 

ii. in case the issue whether the Insurers are bound is not governed by Italian Law 

or Italian Law provides that they are so bound, then it is submitted that as a 

matter of discretion the injunction should be discharged with reference to Turner 

v Grovit
55

; 

iii. if English law applies, the Defendants are not in actionable breach of the 

arbitration agreement and consequently in accordance with the decision in the 

Through Transport
56

 case, the approach to anti-suit injunctions identified by the 

Court of Appeal in The Angelic Grace does not apply and this court must 

approach the issue of discretion to grant an injunction, not on the basis that 

strong cause must be shown for its discharge but that, as a matter of general 

discretion, such an injunction is neither just nor necessary
57

. 

However, the Commercial Court in its judgement concluded that the scope of the 

arbitration agreement is wide enough to cover the claim in delict, and in accordance 

with English conflict rules, the subject-matter of the transfer by subrogation will have 

been conclusively defined as a claim in delict in accordance with Italian law enforceable 

by means of an arbitration agreement binding on the assured in accordance with English 

law.
58

  Thus both bodies of law shall apply. In other words, both under the English and 

the Italian law the right to the delictual claim was subject to the arbitration clause in the 

charterparty. 

Finally, the Commercial Court concluded, that the principles of mutual trust established 

by Turner v Grovit, with regard to the reasoning of the Through Transport case
59

, does 
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not apply in this case, thus the approach in the Angelic Grace still prevails. 

Consequently, it granted the anti-suit injunctions. 

The Defendants appealed against this judgement to the House of Lords. 

4.2 Opinion of the House of Lords 

The opinion delivered by the House of Lords, especially the elaborate reasoning of Lord 

Hoffmann is a very interesting one, since it perfectly demonstrates the common law 

view of the power to grant anti-suit injunctions. 

Lord Hoffmann argued that the ECJ’s conclusions in Gasser v MISAT and Turner 

v Grovit are not applicable in this case, since arbitration is expressly excluded from the 

scope of the Brussels I Regulation by Art. 1 (2)(d). He stated that, 

The arbitration agreement lies outside the system of allocation of court 

jurisdictions which the Regulation creates. There is no dispute that, under 

the Regulation, the Tribunale di Siracusa has jurisdiction to try the delictual 

claim. But the arbitration clause is an agreement not to invoke that 

jurisdiction and it is that agreement which the order of Colman J requires to 

be performed.
60

 

Apparently, the decision on compatibility of the anti-suit injunction with the Brussels 

I Regulation in this case was dependant on interpretation of the arbitration exclusion. In 

the view of the House of Lords, arbitration includes not only arbitration proceedings 

themselves, together with the recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards, but also 

all national court proceedings in which the subject-matter is arbitration. 

Furthermore, Lord Hoffmann emphasized practical advantages of an anti-suit injunction 

as a remedy, which “promotes legal certainty and reduces the possibility of conflict 

between the arbitration award and the judgment of a national court“
61

. Clearly, when 

parties conclude an arbitration agreement, they do so in order to avoid parallel court 

proceedings in another jurisdiction. It is not a coincidence, that other leading centers of 

arbitration like New York, Singapore and Bermuda are also exercising the power of 
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making orders restraining the parties from acting in breach of an arbitration 

agreement
62

. As Lord Mance added, “the purpose of arbitration is that disputes should 

be resolved by a consensual mechanism outside any court structure, subject to no more 

than limited supervision by the courts of the place of arbitration“
63

. It is solely up to the 

parties to choose to settle their disputes via business friendly mechanism of arbitration, 

as well as the venue for arbitration itself, whereas the tools which give effect to such an 

agreement without the need to undergo lenghty and expensive court litigation might be 

decisive. 

In the end, with regard to its great practical importance, the House of Lords decided to 

refer the question of compatibility of an anti-suit injunction issued in favour of an 

arbitration agreement with the Brussels I Regulation to the ECJ. 

5 Opinion of Advocate General Kokott 

Before analyzing the ECJ’s decision itself, we would scrutinize the opinion delivered by 

the ECJ’s Advocate General Juliane Kokott
64

. 

5.1 The Role of Advocates General and Significance of Their Opinions 

Generally, Advocates General at the ECJ (“AG“) are advisors to the Court who deliver 

their opinions after the hearing and before the judgment, which may or may not follow 

the recommendations in the opinion
65

. Usually, the AGs' opinions analyze the problem 

in a greater depth than the ECJ’s judgements, which are restricted to the bare minimum. 

Moreover, the AGs may address issues that could be overlooked in the corresponding 

judgement, or they could even offer a more progressive and advantageous solution to 

a legal problem. In this sense, AGs’ opinions function as a “safeguard“ mechanism 

which ensures that the ECJ’s judgements are correct
66

. 
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Still, other authors view AGs as “subjective, first-person singular voices who 

demonstrate significant discursive insecurity“
67

. This belief stems from the fact, that 

AGs’ opinions generally lack the autoritative tone of the corresponding ECJ rulings. 

However, to view them simply as amicus curiae would be a misrepresentation. Their 

arguments are many times directly assumed by the corresponding judgements and enjoy 

a great authority as a source for argumentation in similar cases. Even though the ECJ is 

not formally bound by AGs’ recommendations articulated in their opinions, in circa 

eight cases out of ten it actually follows it in the final decision
68

. In case of application 

of the Community law before national (Czech) authorities and courts, an AG’s opinion 

could be used as a supportive argument provided that the opinion deals with questions 

not resolved by the ECJ’s jurisprudence
69

. 

5.2 Reasoning of the AG’s Opinion in West Tankers 

Even though the opinion delivered by AG Kokott does not divert from the rationale of 

the ECJ expressed in Turner v Grovit, it surely does provide an elaborate and logical 

analysis of the question referred to the ECJ. 

After specifying the legal framework and facts of the case, the AG Kokott defined the 

crucial question in the case – whether the principles set out in Turner v Grovit can be 

applied to anti-suit injunctions in support of arbitration proceedings
70

. Unlike the House 

of Lords, that lay emphasis on the proceedings pending in England, the AG is of that 

opinion that “the decisive question is not whether the application for an anti-suit 

injunction falls within the scope of the Regulation, but whether the proceedings against 

which the anti-suit injunction is directed – the proceedings before the court in Syracuse 

– does so
71

. 

Furthermore, the AG compares the Common Law and the Continental Law view of the 

arbitration exception, whereas the latter understands it much narrower than the first 

view. It is evident, that the AG tends toward the Continental view, when she relies on 
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the judgements in Marc Rich and Van Uden, in which the ECJ ruled that whether or not 

proceedings fall within the scope of the Convention of Brussels I Regulation, must be 

determined from the substantive subject-matter of the dispute.  

Pursuant to the Art. 5 para. 3 “A person domiciled in a Member State may, in another 

Member State, be sued: … 3. in matters relating to tort, delict or quasi-delict, in the 

courts for the place where the harmful event occurred or may occur”. Since before the 

court in Syracuse, the subject-matter is a claim in tort for damages, the dispute falls 

within the scope of the Brussels I Regulation, and not arbitration
72

. 

Such a conclusion is also consistent, according to the AG Kokott, with the New York 

Convention, namely with Art. II (3) which provides that 

3. The court of a Contracting State, when seized of an action in a matter in 

respect of which the parties have made an agreement within the meaning of 

this article, shall, at the request of one of the parties, refer the parties to 

arbitration, unless it finds that the said argument is null and void, 

inoperative or incapable of being performed. 

Under this provision, every court seized is entitled to examine the conditions under 

which it could refer the parties to arbitration. This is one of the aspects of the general 

Kompetenz-Kompetenz principle under which is every court entitled to examine its own 

jurisdiction. 

Finally, the AG addressed the House of Lords’ objection regarding the significance of 

practical reality of arbitration proceedings and their view of anti-suit injunctions as 

effective remedies in support of arbitration. Even though the AG is aware that the 

Brussels I Regulation does not provide any mechanism to coordinate conflicting 

jurisdictions of arbitral bodies and national courts, she states that “aims of a purely 

economic nature cannot justify infringements of Community law“
73

. As a de lege 

ferenda note she has stated that only the inclusion of arbitration in the scheme of the 

Brussels I Regulation could remedy the situation
74

. 
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In the end, the AG Kokott concludes that the Brussels I Regulation precludes a court of 

a Member State from issuing anti-suit injunctions since such proceedings are in breach 

of an arbitration agreement.
75

 

5.3 Analysis of the AG’s Opinion in West Tankers 

AG Kokott’s opinion in West Tankers provides, unlike the corresponding ECJ’s 

decision, an exhausting and well reasoned analysis of the preliminary question. It sets 

out the legal framework of the case as well as the relevant ECJ case law. 

As to the forms of interpretation, it is a common trait of AG’s opinions that they 

persistently deploy “teleological“ interpretive approach
76

 and the AG Kokott’s opinion 

is not an exception. Such an approach may be demonstrated on the AG’s notion that the 

Brussels Convention and the Brussels I Regulation must be interpreted in light of its 

fundamental interpretative principles, contained in its Preamble, its text and travaux 

préparatoires for the Convention. 

Even though AG Kokott does not develop the mutual trust principle contained in the 

Preamble of the Brussels I Regulation
77

, she does refer to the relevant ECJ case-law, 

namely Turner v Grovit, which introduced this principle as a main argument against 

anti-suit injunctions. It is not a surprise, that AG Kokott arguments with the mutual trust 

principle. First, as mentioned hereinbefore, AGs usually refer to ECJ jurisprudence. 

Second, they often turn to “meta“ purposes, that is, to the purposes, values, or policies 

underlying not so much the particular piece of legislation at issue, but those underlying 

the EU’s legal structure as a whole
78

. On the other hand, when it comes to the 

arbitration exception, AG Kokott addresses the “micro“ purpose of the relevant Brussels 

I Regulation provision. 
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It is the arbitration exception part of the opinion, in which the AG also deploys 

comparative (Common Law vs Civil Law view of the arbitration exception
79

) and 

historical (recourse to the travaux préparatoires) forms of interpretation. It must be  

again emphasized that this part of the opinion is decisive for the ultimate answer to the 

question referred by the House of Lords. The principles developed in Turner v Grovit 

could be applied to this case only under the condition that the proceedings fall within 

the scope of the Brussels I Regulation. 

According to Lasser, “effectiveness” represents one of the primary meta-purposes or 

meta-policies that the AGs constantly seek to promote
80

.  AG Kokott also argues, in line 

with ECJ’s reasoning in Hagen
81

, that the application of national procedural rules – 

specifically the conditions governing the admissibility of an action – may not impair the 

effectiveness of the Convention
82

. At this point, the question is, how could anti-suit 

injunctions impair the effectiveness of the Brussels I Regulation. As a matter of fact, 

anti-suit injunctions deprive of effectivity Brussels I Regulation’s own lis pendens rule 

included in Articles 27 and 28. However, as AG Kokott states, “since arbitration does 

not come within the scope of the Regulation, at present there is no mechanism to 

coordinate its jurisdiction with the jurisdiction of the national courts“
83

. Further, she 

adds, “a unilateral anti-suit injunction is not, however, a suitable measure to rectify that 

situation“
84

. Finally, she proposes a solution de lege ferenda, namely, the inclusion of 

arbitration in the scheme of the Brussels I Regulation
85

. The question is, whether we 

could even speak of effectiveness of the Convention when it comes to the torpedo 

actions, which could be clearly impaired by the use of anti-suit injunctions. 
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6 The Judgement of the ECJ 

In this chapter we are going to scrutinize the judgement of the ECJ in West Tankers
86

. 

First, we will shortly introduce the issue of proceedings concerning preliminary 

questions and its relevance to the EU law interpretation and application. Second, we 

will analyze the ECJ’s decision in West Tankers as a whole. Finally, we will 

concentrate on the individual issues raised by the above-mentioned decision. 

6.1 ECJ Preliminary Reference Procedure 

Following the changes introduced by the Lisbon Treaty
87

, the EU has its own judicial 

body, Court of Justice of the European Union, to ensure the uniform interpretation and 

application of the Treaties. The Court of Justice is composed of three courts: the Court 

of Justice, the General Court and one specialised court, the European Service Tribunal. 

Pursuant to the Article 19 (3)(b) of the Treaty on the European Union (“TEU“), 

3. The Court of Justice of the European Union shall, in accordance with the 

Treaties: 

(b) give preliminary rulings, at the request of courts or tribunals of the 

Member States, on the interpretation of Union law or the validity of acts 

adopted by the institutions; 

Furthermore, Article 267 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 

(“TFEU“) provides,  

The Court of Justice of the European Union shall have jurisdiction to give 

preliminary rulings concerning: 

(a) the interpretation of the Treaties; 

(b) the validity and interpretation of acts of the institutions, bodies, offices 

and agencies of the Union. 
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Article 267 TFEU further states the circumstances when the national courts may or must 

refer a question concerning the EU law to the ECJ. It is important to point out, that 

national courts have a monopoly of adjudication over disputes that come before them 

that involve EU law
88

. It is their reference, containing a succinct statement of the factual 

and legal context of the dispute, that frames the preliminary reference procedure. The 

private parties have no direct access to ECJ; they are merely invited to be heard in the 

course of the procedure
89

. After a national court stays its proceedings and refers 

a question to ECJ for a preliminary ruling, the proceedings is fully subject to the ECJ’s 

procedural rules, namely The Statute of the Court of Justice of the European Union 

(“Statute“) and the Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice of the European Union 

(“Rules of Procedure“). 

6.1.1 Binding effects of the ECJ’s rulings 

The most important effect of the ECJ’s ruling on a preliminary question is that it binds 

the referring national court. However, it can refer the question back to the ECJ if it is 

dissatisfied with the ruling or is unclear about the meaning of the ruling
90

; however this 

does not occur very often. 

A more problematic question is whether the ECJ’s ruling on preliminary question binds 

other national courts. According to Bobek, national courts are strictly bound by the 

ECJ’s decisions
91

. It must either follow the respective ECJ’s jurisprudence or make a 

reference for a preliminary ruling. A national court cannot make its own interpretation 

of the EU law which would conflict the existing ECJ interpretation
92

. 

On the other hand, the doctrine is consistent about the non-precedential character of the 

ruling; ECJ is not bound by its former rulings
93

. Still in practice the ECJ is often 

referring to its previous decisions. If the ECJ does not follow its former case law, it 

sometimes does not articulate the reasons for such a divergence of legal opinion. At this 

point, the role of AGs’ opinions is crucial, as it usually does include detailed rationale 

behind the final decision. 
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6.2 Summary of the ECJ’s Decision in West Tankers 

On 10 February 2009, the Grand Chamber of the ECJ (“the Court“) issued its decision 

on the House of Lords’ reference for a preliminary ruling in West Tankers. Unlike the 

AG Kokott’s opinion, the judgement itself is very concise; this fact has been criticised 

since the judgement deals with fundamental issues of the Brussels I Regulation, and to 

some extent also decided upon the future of arbitration under the Brussels-Lugano 

regime. 

 First, the Court specified the legal context of the dispute – Article II(3) of the New 

York Convention, Recital 25 in the preamble to the Brussels I Regulation and Articles 

1(1), (2) and (5) of the Brussels I Regulation, and finally, Section 37(1) of the Supreme 

Court Act 1981 and Section 44 of the Arbitration Act 1996. Second, the Court rendered 

an account of the crucial factual circumstances of the case, with a special emphasis 

given to the House of Lords’ reasoning. 

Finally, the Court analyzed the question referred for a preliminary ruling. The analysis 

itself is relatively short and includes frequent references to the reasoning of AG Kokott. 

First and foremost, the Court established, that the ruling on the preliminary question is 

dependant on the determination whether the proceedings brought by Allianz and 

Generali against West Tankers before the Tribunale di Siracusa fall within the scope of 

the Brussels I Regulation
94

. In that regard the Court followed the AG Kokott’s opinion 

by stating: 

... because of the subject-matter of the dispute, that is, the nature of the 

rights to be protected in the proceedings, such as a claim for damages, those 

proceedings come within the scope of Regulation No 44/2001, a preliminary 

issue concerning the applicability of an arbitration agreement, including in 

particular its validity, also falls within its scope of application.
95

 

It is evident, that unlike AG Kokott the Court did not provide a detailed analysis on 

different views on the scope of the arbitration exception. It merely referred to the 

reasoning the the AG’s opinion and consequently assumed its findings. As this issue 
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could be considered as a crucial one, the lack of a comprehensive analysis is, in the 

author’s opinion, undesirable and weakens the argumentative power of the decision as 

such. 

Further, the Court stated, again in line with AG’s opinion, that an anti-suit injunction is 

contrary to the general principle inherent to the Brussels I Regulation, according which 

a court of one Member State is not authorised to review jurisdiction of a court in 

another Member State
96

. At this point the Court refers to its former decisions in Gasser 

v MISAT and Turner v Grovit. Also, an anti-suit injunction is, according to the Court, in 

violation with the principle of mutual trust “which the Member States accord to one 

another’s legal systems and judicial institutions and on which the system of jurisdiction 

under Regulation No 44/2001 is based“
97

. The anti-suit injunction issued to bar the 

proceedings before the Tribunale di Siracusa would in fact deprive the other party of 

a form of judicial protection to which it is entitled
98

. The Court concluded that this 

finding is also supported by Article II(3) of the New York Convention, using the same 

rationale as articulated in AG Kokott’s opinion. 

Unlike AG Kokott, the Court did not address the concern expressed by the House of 

Lords concerning the possible justification of anti-suit injunctions by the practical 

reality of arbitration proceedings.  

In conclusion the Court held following: 

It is incompatible with Council Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22 

December 2000 on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement in civil 

and commercial matters for a court of a Member State to make an order to 

restrain a person from commencing or continuing proceedings before the 

courts of another Member State on the ground that such proceedings would 

be contrary to an arbitration agreement.
99
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In summary, the Court decided in line with its former jurisprudence and the final ruling 

on the preliminary question was virtually the same as the proposition made by AG 

Kokott. 

6.3 Analysis of the ECJ’s Decision in West Tankers 

In this subsection we will closely and critically analyse the major issues introduced by 

the ECJ’s judgement in West Tankers, namely the scope of the Brussels I Regulation 

and the compliance of anti-suit injunctions with the principles inherent to the Brussels 

I Regulation. Although we will follow the AG Kokott’s and the Court’s line of 

argumentation, we will introduce and compare different opinions and arguments on the 

issues that are both decisive and controversial. 

6.3.1 The Scope of the Brussels I Regulation 

The consideration whether the dispute falls within the scope of the Brussels 

I Regulation is central, since it determines whether principles inherent to this regulation 

shall apply or not. The fact that in West Tankers the anti-suit injunction was issued to 

protect the arbitration agreement is the decisive factor that distinguishes this dispute 

from Turner v Grovit, in which an anti-suit injunction was used to stop court 

proceedings in another Member State. 

In West Tankers the Court concluded that for the determination whether the dispute 

comes within the Brussels I Regulation is decisive only the subject-matter of the 

dispute. The subject-matter of the dispute is dependant on the nature of rights protected 

by the proceedings (i.e. the proceedings before the Tribunale di Siracusa). Even though 

this approach is not entirely new – the ECJ made similar conclusions in Marc Rich and 

Van Uden – some authors criticize this concept as being inappropriate
100

. This would 

necessarily lead to a conclusion, that Article 1(2)(d), which exempts arbitration from the 

scope of the Brussels I Regulation, is merely an exception rather than a negative 

formulation of the material scope of the regulation
101

. 

As demonstrated in the chapter 1.2.1, common law courts and lawyers’ interpretation of 

the arbitration exception is much wider than the one of the civil law courts. The division 
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of opinion between the Member States on the width of the exception is also demostrated 

in the Heidelberg Report, which has been also cited by AG Kokott in her opinion. The 

Report
102

 states that court proceedings which are ancillary to arbitration proceedings are 

excluded from the Convention;
103

 and that proceedings and decisions concerning 

application for the revocation, amendment, recognition and enforcement of arbitration 

awards are likewise excluded.
104

 

However, the ECJ in West Tankers adopted a narrower, civil law, interpretation of the 

exception. The ECJ found that the English proceedings did not fall within the scope of 

the Brussels I Regulation, since its subject matter was the right to arbitrate. However, 

the Italian proceedings fell within the Brussels I Regulation as the validity and effect of 

the arbitration agreement was only a preliminary matter.
105

 The subject matter of the 

Italian proceedings was the dispute over liability, which fall within the Regulation and 

the jurisdiction of the Italian courts is established under Article 5(1)(3). Thus the 

English court could not grant an anti-suit injunction as it would, in the opinion of the 

ECJ, interfere with the Italian court’s right to determine its own jurisdiction. However, 

this conclusion has very unfortunate consequences – the English proceedings, even if 

commenced first, are not within Articles 27 and 28, so inevitably there will be a risk of 

irreconcilable decisions on the validity and effect of the arbitration agreement as well as 

the expense of two sets of proceedings in which the same matter is in issue
106

. 

The main civil law argument for the civil law interpretation of the exception and 

consequent incompatibility of the anti-suit injunctions with the Brussels I Regulation is 

the assumption that legal protection must prevail over private autonomy. As 

Santomauro states, that is what justifies the single focus and why it is not necessary that 

both proceedings are within the scope of the Regulation, but just the one that ensures 

judicial protection
107

. Even though this argument seems to be convincing, it could lead 

to the protection of the party which abuses its rights. It is not an exemption that when 
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a party wants to avoid arbitration proceedings that is likely to lose, it would try to 

obstruct the proceedings by seeking legal protection at a foreign court, which is in fact 

nothing else than a torpedo action. Even though the ECJ’s position on this matter is 

clear
108

, the question is, whether the legal protection should be given to the ones who 

not only frustrate the proceedings, but also do so in bad faith. 

On the other hand, the common law courts argument that by concluding the arbitration 

agreement, the parties intended to avoid court proceedings. However, as Bělohlávek 

points out, “we must strictly distinguish between the right to court proceedings and the 

right to legal protection“
109

. The difference lays in the extent to which the parties to an 

arbitration agreement can dispose of certain rights - “the right to court proceedings 

represents the right of access to a court or other public authority, the right to court 

proceedings can be waived on the basis of and to the extent of the autonomy enjoyed by 

the particular entity (for instance, by entering into an arbitration agreement). 

Conversely, the right to legal protection cannot be waived“
110

. In the Czech Republic, 

the right to legal protection is guaranteed under Article 36(1)
111

 of the Charter of 

Fundamental Rights and Basic Freedoms
112

, which corresponds Article 6(1)
113

 of the 

European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 

(1950) (“ECHR“). In this sense, by filing a claim with the Italian court Allianz and 

Generali merely exercised their right to legal protection, which is not affected by the 

arbitration agreement. 

In conclusion, the interpretation of the arbitration exception remains problematic. The 

ECJ’s decision in West Tankers did not provide a satisfactory reasoning for the civil law 

view of the scope of the Brussels I Regulation. Even AG Kokott in her opinion admitted 

that the current situation is undesirable and calls for a change of the Brussels 
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I Regulation. The proposed solutions and their consequences for the future of arbitration 

will be discussed hereinafter. 

6.3.2 The Compliance of Anti-Suit Injunctions with the Brussels I Regulation 

Once the Court established that the proceedings before the Italian court falls within the 

scope of the Brussels I Regulation, it had to make the decision on compliance of anti-

suit injunctions with the principles inherent to the Brussels I Regulation. At this point, it 

merely referred to its former decisions in Gasser v MISAT and Turner v Grovit, and 

found that anti-suit injunctions interfere with the principle of mutual trust between the 

courts of Member States. In this chapter we will closely analyse the nature of anti-suit 

injunctions as a remedy provided for a national law and the reasons why it contradicts 

the principles inherent to the EU law. 

The common law argument in favour of the anti-suit injunctions is its effectiveness in 

preventing parallel proceedings and consequent conflicting judgements on the same 

issue. It is true that civil law courts do not dispose of equally effective powers when it 

comes to protection of arbitration agreements. Though the common law doctrine defines 

an anti‐suit injunction as a remedial device directed strictly against a plaintiff in 

personam, not against the foreign court, it can be regarded as an indirect interference 

with the processes of the foreign court, thus interfering with sovereignty of another 

state
114

. As an in personam remedy it is an answer to the abusive conduct of the 

injunction respondent, example of which could be torpedo actions. The English court 

would grant such an injunction only in case of a legitimate interest of the plaintiff; such 

an interest could be a valid arbitration agreement. 

Both AG Kokott and the Court argumented that anti-suit injunctions are incompatible 

with the Brussels I Regulation since they are in violation with the principle of mutual 

trust. This principle is articulated in the paragraph 16 of the Preamble to the Brussels 

I Regulation. Though the argumentation based on a rather vague principle expressed in 

the Preamble may not seem too powerful, the ECJ very often employs such 

a teleological approach which perfectly suits the very nature of the EU law as such. As 

Tridimas points out, the general principles “express constitutional standards underlying 
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the Community legal order so that recourse to them is an integral part of the Court’s 

methodology.“
115

 

The principle of mutual trust is an expression of the underlying principle of uniformity 

and cooperation within the EU – it requires that no court may directly or indirectly 

question another court’s decision in matters within the scope of the Brussels I 

Regulation. Further, it assumes that each Member State is equally competent to address 

its jurisdiction and that no court may question that competence.
116

 The Brussels 

I Regulation presumes that the level of judicial protection is the same in each and every 

Member State. Assuredly, the principle of mutual trust is necessary for the smooth 

functioning of the whole system established by the Brussels I Regulation. Without the 

trust, the cooperation, recognition and enforcement of judgments made in another 

Member State would be seriously endangered.  

Similar to the EU law principle of mutual trust is the common law principle of comity. 

Comity refers to “mutual courtesy or civility“. Black’s Law Dictionary defines judicial 

comity as “the principle in accordance with which the courts of one state or jurisdiction 

will give effect to the laws and judicial decisions of another, not as a matter of 

obligation, but out of deference and respect“
117

. The principles of comity, analogously 

to the principle of mutual trust, restrain the grant of anti-suit injunctions. However, what 

comity demands in a particular case depends on various factors, for example a court has 

a greater standing to intervene if a matter falls within its own natural sphere of 

influence.
118

 

Both AG Kokott and the Court referred to interpretation of mutual trust articulated in 

Turner v Grovit in which the Court stated: 

At the outset, it must be borne in mind that the [Brussels] Convention is 

necessarily based on trust which the Contracting States accord to one 

another’s legal systems and judicial institutions. It is that mutual trust which 

has enabled a compulsory system of jurisdiction to be established, which all 
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the courts within the purview of the Convention are required to respect, and 

as a corollary the waiver by those States of the right to apply their internal 

rules on recognition and enforcement of foreign judgements in favour of 

a simplified mechanism for the recognition and enforcement of 

judgements.
119

 

At this point the question may arise – why are anti-suit injunctions, as an in personam 

remedy, in violation with the principle of mutual trust? And what significance would 

have the fact that the granting of anti-suit injunction was intended to remedy the 

situation caused by the abuse of process by the injunction defendant? The answer is the 

Court’s decision which held, “... such interference cannot be justified by the fact that it 

is only indirect and is intended to prevent an abuse of process by the defendant in the 

proceedings in the forum state“
120

. In West Tankers, the ECJ went even further by 

concluding, that the principle of mutual trust applies also in cases of injunctions 

enforcing arbitration agreements. The criticism comes especially from the inconclusive 

argumentation; as Fentiman argues, the decision in West Tankers “is perhaps less about 

the true meaning of the Regulation, more about promoting two policy objectives come 

what may – the primacy of the Regulation over national law and harmonizing civil 

procedure in Member States.“
121

 

In fact, the ECJ prioritized the principle of mutual trust over other principles 

enumerated in the Preamble to the Brussels I Regulation. These principles include, e.g. 

the autonomy of the parties to a contract (para. 14); the need for minimising the 

possibility of concurrent proceedings and irreconcilable judgements (para. 15); the 

necessary flexibility provided for in the basic rules of the Regulation in order to take 

account of the specific procedural rules of certain Member States (para. 26). The 

consequence of the non-intervention is de facto frustration of parties’ free will and leads 

to a complete denial of the purpose of arbitration as such. As Bělohlávek asserts, ”the 

parties’ will excluding their dispute from jurisdiction of (certain) national court may be 
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ignored, if the defendant finds a jurisdiction that would be willing to ignore such an 

agreement.”
122

 

One of the flaws of the ECJ’s rather rigid interpretation of the principle of mutual trust, 

in connection with the strict application of the Art. 27 of the Brussels I Regulation, is 

that it does not solve the problem of the so-called torpedo actions. What is more, it 

could be argued that such interpretation is in violation with Art. 6 of the ECHR, which 

enshrines the right to access to justice in signatory states as well as the due process in 

the course of proceedings, in particular the right to trial within a reasonable time. 

However, already in Gasser v MISAT the ECJ concluded that human rights 

considerations did not moderate the strict application of Art. 27
123

. Even though the 

Court accepted that the accusations against the Italian legal system were ‘in general’ 

correct, it insisted that procedural injustice in the courts of Member States must be 

ignored in applying the European jurisdiction regime.
124

 

In the light of the West Tankers decision, which undoubtedly refers to Gasser v MISAT, 

this conclusion seems even more absurd. As Fentiman comments, the principle of 

mutual trust counts only if it promotes the regime’s paramount objective of eradicating 

parallel proceedings and irreconcilable judgments. But it cannot do so in West Tankers, 

where the regime’s rules controlling parallel proceedings are inapplicable.
125

 So what 

should Allianz do in order to contest the validity of the arbitration agreement? The 

question is simple – Allianz could have challenged the agreement before the arbitrators 

in England. Again, in Fentiman’s words, “access to justice does not entail access to 

justice wherever a claimant wishes“
126

. 

The other AG Kokott’s concern
127

 was a potential danger of reciprocal injunctions in 

case that other Member States would follow the English example and also introduce 
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anti-suit injunctions.
128

 This would certainly be an unfortunate situation, which would 

undermine the whole system created by the Brussels I Regulation. As AG Kokott 

further explained, the jurisdiction which could impose higher penalties for failure to 

comply with the injunction would prevail. However, it is very unlikely that other 

Member States would adopt this exclusively common law remedy. It is a matter of each 

Member State, as a sovereign, which of the jurisdictional rules retains. Of course, such 

rules cannot constitute a flagrant violation of the Brussels I Regulation standards. On 

the other hand, complete EU uniformity, which would ignore the local traditions and 

specifics, is not desirable either. 

In conclusion, the ECJ’s argument that the anti-suit injunctions are not compatible with 

the Brussels I Regulation as it interferes with the principle of mutual trust is very hard 

to defend. On the other hand, the common law view ignores the view that even indirect 

interference with the jurisdiction of another state is still interference with the 

sovereignty of that state. But however disputed the conclusions of the ECJ may be, the 

judgment should be respected and followed. In the following chapters we would 

examine the consequences of this decision, while emphasizing the practical impact on 

the future of arbitration within the Brussels-Lugano regime. 
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7 The West Tankers Saga Continues or How to Divert Italian 

Torpedo 

During the turmoil caused by the proceedings before the English courts and 

consequently before the ECJ concerning the compliance of anti-suit injunction with the 

Brussels I Regulation, the arbitration in London continued. On 7 May 2008 Andrew 

Smith J ordered and directed that Allianz and Generali were bound by the arbitration 

agreement and that the dispute between Erg, West Tankers, Allianz and Generali was to 

be determined as a single reference by the arbitral tribunal that had already been 

appointed.
129

 Erg, unlike Allianz and Generali, took part in the London arbitration. On 

12 November 2008, the arbitral tribunal published its final award in which, inter alia, it 

held and declared that West Tankers was under no liability to Allianz and Generali in 

respect of the collision.
130

  

In the meantime, the ECJ held that anti-suit injunction enforcing an arbitration 

agreement was incompatible with the Brussels I Regulation. Following the discharge of 

the anti-suit injunction, Allianz and Generali continued to prosecute the proceedings 

brought in the Tribunale di Siracusa despite the arbitral tribunal’s final award. It is 

important to point out that Allianz and Generali requested a decision concerning the 

very same issues as already ruled upon by the arbitral tribunal. Consequently, West 

Tankers denied liability and denied that the court has jurisdiction.
131

 

Despite the favourable award of the arbitral tribunal, West Tankers was concerned that 

Allianz and Generali would obtain a judgment in their favour from the Italian court and 

would seek to have it recognised and enforced in England pursuant to Chapter III of the 

Brussels I Regulation. Their concern was in fact justified; the Brussels I Regulation 

regulates only the situation of conflicting judgments – court decisions. The Art. 34(3) 

states that, 

A judgment shall not be recognised: 

... 
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3. if it is irreconcilable with a judgment given in a dispute between the 

same parties in the Member State in which recognition is sought; 

This provision must be read in connection with Art. 32 which defines ‘judgment’ as 

“any judgment given in a court of tribunal of a Member State...“. According to the ECJ, 

“... in order to be a ‘judgment’ for the purposes of the Convention the decision must 

emanate from a judicial body of a Contracting State deciding on its own authority on the 

issues between parties.“
132

 Obviously, an award of an arbitral tribunal does not fall 

within this definition, thus it does not constitute res iudicata within the meaning of the 

Art. 34(3). 

For this very reason, West Tankers requested the award being converted into a 

judgment, so that any subsequent Italian judgment potentially in favour of Allianz and 

Generali would not be enforced in England pursuant to the Art. 34(3). At the same time, 

West Tankers intended to resist enforcement of any judgment against it given by the 

Tribunale di Siracusa by relying on Art 34 (1) of the Regulation on the ground that 

recognition of such a judgment is manifestly contrary to public policy in England and 

Wales.
133

 

Under the English law the conversion of an award into a judgment is possible under the 

Section 66(1) and (2) of the 1996 Arbitration Act which provide: 

(1) An award made by the tribunal pursuant to an arbitration agreement 

may, by leave of the court, be enforced in the same manner as 

a judgment or order of the court to the same effect. 

(2) Where leave is given, judgment may be entered in the terms of the 

award. 

On 15 November 2010 Simon J entered judgment pursuant to s. 66 (2) of the 1996 Act 

in the terms of the award. The relevant part of the judgment ordered to be entered by 

Simon J was a declaration “that the Claimant is under no liability (whether in contract 

or tort or otherwise howsoever) to the Defendants in respect of the collision between the 
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vessel “Front Comor” and the pier (and mooring dolphins) at Erg Petroli’s installation at 

Santa Panagia, Sicily on 8 August 2000.”
134

 

Allianz and Generali appealed to the Commercial Court asking to set aside the Simon 

J’s order.
135

 They argued that Simon J had no power to make such an order since s. 66 

(1) and (2) of the 1996 Act could be used only in cases in which a judgment in terms of 

the award is actually capable of being enforced. As a declaratory award is merely a 

declaration of the parties’ rights, it cannot be enforced through the established execution 

process.
136

 However, Field J concluded that 

… where the victorious party’s objective in obtaining an order under s. 66 

(1) and (2) is to establish the primacy of a declaratory award over an 

inconsistent judgment, the court will have jurisdiction to make a s. 66 order 

because to do so will be to make a positive contribution to the securing of 

the material benefit of the award.
137

 

Finally, Allianz and Generali brought the matter before the Court of Appeal.
138

 The 

principal question for the court was whether there is power under section 66 of the 

Arbitration Act 1996 to order judgment to be entered in the terms of an arbitral award in 

a case, where the award takes the form of a negative declaration. First of all, Lord 

Justice Toulson stated, that this is ”a pure question of construction of a domestic statute 

and is not a question with a distinctively European flavour.”
139

 However, it is evident 

that the order would mitigate the consequences of ECJ judgment in West Tankers and 

indirectly have similar effect as the anti-suit injunction – Allianz and Generali could 

have continued in pursuing the Italian claim, but whatever the judgment would be, it 

could not be enforced in England due to the Art. 34(3) of the Brussels I Regulation. 

In fact, the final decision was dependant on the conclusion whether or not 

“enforcement” is confined to the traditional forms of execution of a judgment. Lord 

Justice Toulson moved towards a broader interpretation and stated that “the efficacy of 
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any award by an arbitral tribunal body depends on the assistance of the judicial 

system”
140

, and dismissed the appeal. 

This conclusion made by the English courts is crucial since it creates another weapon 

against the “torpedo actions”. At the same time, it once again strengthened the position 

of London as a venue for arbitration, as it proved that the English judicial system is 

more than willing to protect the mechanism of arbitration as such. Apparently, the Court 

of Appeal decision in West Tankers would not remain a mere rarity; in the recent 

English Commercial Court case of African Fertilizers and Chemicals NIG Ltd (Nigeria) 

v BD Shipsnavo GmbH & Co Reederikg KG
141

 a declaratory award was also held to be 

enforceable as a judgment. On the other hand, as Born warns, “this decision has given 

rise to a curious situation where conflicting judgments may appear more readily before 

the English Courts.“
142

 In the end, the intention of the Brussels I Regulation and the ECJ 

was to avoid this type of conflict. Indeed, ordering a judgment in terms of an award is, 

unlike granting anti-suit injunctions, strictly a matter of domestic law and it cannot be 

claimed to interfere with jurisdiction of a court of another Member State. On the other 

hand, this remedy is less elegant since it does not prevent parallel proceedings as such; 

it only shields the arbitral award from any conflicting judgment. 

However, West Tankers was not satisfied with this favourable decision and decided to 

seek an award of damages from the London tribunal in respect of the costs of the Italian 

legal proceedings and an indemnity against any Italian judgment on the merits which 

exceeded the final award.
143

 Their claim was in the author’s opinion expectable and 

justified since they were dragged into a long-running litigation which they had intended 

to avoid by conclusion of the arbitration agreement. Surprisingly, the tribunal found that 

it did not have jurisdiction to entertain a claim for damages against Allianz and Generali 

for breach of the arbitration agreement. Although recognising that arbitration does not 

fall within the scope of the Brussels I Regulation, they stated that 
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... we are driven to the conclusion that Community law would not allow an 

arbitral tribunal, although exercising a parallel jurisdiction, to cross the 

divide and in effect "punish" a party for pursuing a course that the European 

Court itself had approved.
144

 

In other words, the tribunal respected the ECJ’s decision and decided that Allianz and 

Generali could not be punished for pursuing their right to bring proceedings in 

a national court. 

However, the English court once again proved to be a true “arbitration-friendly“ forum. 

The principle issue Flaux J had to consider was whether the tribunal’s jurisdiction was 

circumscribed by the right of the Respondents to bring proceedings before the Italian 

courts under Article 5(3) of the Brussels I Regulation. He found that a tribunal cannot 

be treated in the same way as the court of a Member State for the purposes of the 

Brussels I Regulation, since arbitration is explicitly excluded from the scope of the 

regulation. Although the tribunal was bound to apply European law as part of English 

law, the principle of effective judicial protection exists to protect rights under the EU 

law (in this case, the right of the Italian court to rule on its own jurisdiction). However, 

since the Brussels I Regulation does not apply to arbitration, private tribunals, unlike the 

courts of Member States, do not have the obligation to give effect to the principle of 

effectiveness. Consequently, the tribunal did not have to give effect to the right under 

the Brussels I Regulation for Allianz and Generali to bring proceedings before the 

Italian courts. As the result, as Flaux J concluded, the tribunal was not deprived, by 

reason of European law, of the jurisdiction to award equitable damages for breach of the 

obligation to arbitrate.
145

 

In conclusion, it is evident that the English courts have tried their best to mitigate the 

consequences of the controversial ECJ decision. West Tankers accomplished to acquire 

a favourable award which, in the form of a judgment, could not be threatened by 

a subsequent ruling of the Italian court. What is more, West Tankers might even be 

awarded damages and an indemnity from the London tribunal. Overall, despite the lost 

battle in Luxembourg, West Tankers won the war. 
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8 Implications of West Tankers in the Wake of the Brussels 

I Regulation Reform 

In this chapter we will discuss the practical consequences of the ECJ’s decision in West 

Tankers and the subsequent rulings of the English courts. Part of the arbitration 

community has feared that this decision would be a major blow for the arbitration and 

especially for London, which might have lost some of its advantages as a fairly popular 

arbitration venue. However, even though the English courts would no longer be able to 

use anti-suit injunctions to enforce arbitration agreements (within the Brussels-Lugano 

regime), there are still remedies with a similar effect to the one of the anti-suit 

injunctions. Hereinafter we would explore these remedies, their effectiveness and their 

potential applicability in the Czech Republic. 

Another important implication of West Tankers was that it has intensified the debate 

about the necessity of reforming the Brussels I Regulation, specifically the need to 

finally solve the question of the status of arbitration within the Brussels-Lugano regime. 

Consequently, in the second part of this chapter we would discuss the latest proposals to 

the Brussels I Regulation, with a special emphasis on the formulation of the arbitration 

exception and the lis pendens rule. 

8.1 Alternative Remedies Protecting the Arbitration Agreement 

Despite the inceptive doctrinal disagreement, the English courts accepted the ECJ’s 

opinion expressed in West Tankers and stopped using anti-suit injunctions to enforce 

arbitration agreements. However, if the anti-suit injunction restrains the injunctions 

defendant from invoking the non-regulation jurisdiction of a Member State court (for 

example restraining proceeding in relation to wills or succession), the principle of 

mutual trust would not be applicable, and thus it cannot preclude the grant of an anti-

suit injunction.
146

 Similarly, the conclusions of West Tankers would not be applicable in 

cases of restraining the injunction defendant from invoking the jurisdiction of a court 

which is outside the Brussels-Lugano zone.
147

 In all other cases, the anti-suit injunctions 

are not permissible under the Brussels I Regulation. Still, there are other tactics that 

might be used as an alternative to anti-suit injunctions. Some of these remedies have 
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been developed in the civil law Member States, which did not have the tradition of 

granting anti-suit injunctions and thus had to find other means to combat torpedo 

actions. In this section we would explore a few tactical options, which might be used 

even under the laws of the Czech republic. 

8.1.1 Seising a Court First 

The first obvious tactics permissible under the Brussels I Regulation is to be the first to 

seise the court. This tactics, which derives from the Art. 27 lis pendens rule, secures the 

seising party a good position and prevents the other party from any torpedo actions. As 

Santomauro advises, “if the conduct of the other party leads to suspicion that he is 

considering breaching the arbitration agreement and bringing court proceedings, the 

party should bring court proceedings first, e.g. seeking declaration.“
148

 Thereby, the 

party ensures the choice of a suitable forum with a fast civil procedure for decision on 

the existence of the arbitration agreement. The example of such advisable forum would 

be Germany, which has one of the most efficient judicial system in the EU. 

At the same time, the chosen court must have jurisdiction under the Regulation; the 

claim as such is not a renouncement of the arbitration agreement.
149

 It is also advisable 

to prepare this strategy already in the phase of a contract negotiation. The parties may 

insert a prorogation or a derogation clause into their contracts pursuant to the Art. 23 of 

the Brussels I Regulation; prorogation clause grants an exclusive jurisdiction to 

a specific court while a derogation clause provides that a specific court would not have 

jurisdiction to entertain the contractual claims.
150

 Parties may thus include a list of the 

countries within the Brussels-Lugano regime in which they would not be able to bring 

proceedings.
151

 These countries may be for example Italy or Belgium, which are 

a frequent target of torpedo actions. Byford and Sarwar also propose to insert 

a provision asserting that only one party might commence proceedings.
152

 However, this 

would probably be in violation with the principle of judicial protection as promoted by 

the ECJ in West Tankers. 
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One of the main critiques of this tactics may be its impracticality, since the innocent 

party must anticipate that the other party is going to file a claim with a court in breach 

of the arbitration agreement. In order to improve the tactical position of the party it 

might be advisable to insert a provision in the agreement which obliges the parties to 

give notice of a potential claim to the other party.
153

  

German practitioners have developed a modification of the “seising first“ tactics – they 

would file a civil case before an administrative court that does not have jurisdiction. The 

advantage lies in the fact that the claim filed with an administrative court in Germany 

becomes pending immediately, without the need to serve the defendant or to pay any 

court fees. Consequently, although the administrative court declares it does not have 

jurisdiction to decide the case and hands it over to appropriate civil court, the action 

becomes pending. Importantly, this technique has been ruled to be permissible by the 

German courts as it balances the abusive nature of the Italian torpedoes. However, such 

practice cannot be used in the Czech Republic.
154

 

Generally, the “seising first“ tactics can be used in all Member States, including the 

Czech Republic, provided that the above-mentioned conditions are fulfilled. Although 

this tactics may prima facie involve a breach of an arbitration agreement by the 

potentially aggrieved party, the purpose of commencing court proceedings is in fact to 

enforce the arbitration agreement. 

8.1.2 Anti-Suit Injunctions Issued by the Arbitral Tribunal 

Although the English courts lost their power to grant injunctions to enforce arbitration 

agreements, the arbitrators retain this power due to the arbitration exception contained 

in the Brussels I Regulation. As Lévy points out, arbitrators, unlike judges, are private 

persons that do not represent interests of a state, thus they may decide on the 

jurisdiction of a judge without breaching state sovereignty.
155

 

Still they could exercise this power only when certain conditions are met. First, the 

tribunal must already be constituted and the issue must be referred to it.
156

 Second, the 
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tribunal must have the power to grant such injunctions; this power is usually derived 

from the express provision of an arbitration agreement. Some arbitration laws (e.g. the 

Art. 17 of the UNCITRAL Model Law) acknowledge the power of arbitrators to order 

interim measures. The question of whether or not an arbitral tribunal has the authority to 

grant interim relief must be determined under the lex arbitri. However, what types of 

interim measures may be ordered in a specific case is governed by either the relevant 

procedural rules or by the lex causae (if the interim measure is substantive in nature). 

Third, arbitrators cannot give orders to third parties, and fourth, the measures ordered 

must remain within the framework of the applicable substantive law. 
157

 

Obviously, though arbitrators are less restricted than the courts when it comes to issuing 

anti-suit injunctions, the conditions under which they could do so reserves this power 

only to a very limited array of situations. Therefore, it would be advisable that already 

at the contracting stage the parties put an express provision giving the tribunal wide 

power to grant injunctions. However, since the enforcement of anti-suit injunctions can 

be problematic, this alternative remedy is rarely chosen.
158

 

It is questionable whether an anti-suit injunction could be issued, under the above-

mentioned conditions, also by arbitrators deciding a dispute in the Czech Republic. The 

parties’ arbitration agreement would have to contain a provision granting the tribunal 

the power to issue anti-suit injunctions. Under sec. 19(1) of the Act No. 216/1994 Coll., 

on Arbitration and Enforcement of Arbitral Awards (“Czech Arbitration Act“) the 

parties may agree upon the procedural rules. However, the autonomy of the parties is 

limited by public policy (l’ordre public). At the same time, as Růžička states, under the 

Czech Arbitration Act arbitrators do not have any power to order an interim measure or 

to request a general court to do so. Only parties could file a motion with the general 

court to order an interim measure.
159

 This assertion is also evident from the decision
160

 

in which the Czech Constitutional Court stated that under the Czech law only courts 

have the power to issue interim measures, despite the fact that parties have concluded an 
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arbitration agreement.
161

 In conclusion, it is very unlikely, if not even precluded by law, 

that arbitrators in the Czech Republic would issue an anti-suit injunction. 

8.1.3 Relying on the Non-Enforceability of the Foreign Judgment 

The third tactical option is to rely on the non-enforceability of the judgment issued in 

breach of an arbitration agreement. This argument has also been used, as an alternative 

claim, by West Tankers in the proceedings requesting entering a judgment in the terms 

of the arbitral award.
162

 They intended to resist enforcement of any judgment against it 

given by the Tribunale di Siracusa by relying on Art 34 (1) of the Brussles I Regulation 

on the grounds that recognition of such a judgment is manifestly contrary to public 

policy in England and Wales. Art. 34 (1) states that, “a judgment shall not be recognised 

if such recognition is manifestly contrary to public policy in the Member State in which 

recognition is sought.“ The breach of public policy would lie in the fact that the 

respective judgment was made in breach of the arbitration agreement. 

This argument would generally come into a clash with the rule that judgments delivered 

in Member States are entitled to recognition and enforcement under Chapter III of the 

Brussels I Regulation without the need of any special procedure. However, English 

case-law has adopted a broad view of the arbitration exclusion in relation to the 

recognition of judgments.
163

 For example in Phillip Alexander v Bamberger the English 

court held that a judgment rendered despite the existence of an arbitration agreement 

deemed valid by the recognising court should not have to be recognised where rendered 

in “blatant disregard“. Still, other commentators argue, that if the main subject matter is 

within the scope of the Brussels I Regulation, its Article 35 applies and the judgment 

has to be recognised.
164

 

Since West Tankers did not answer the question of potential non-recognition of 

a judgment disregarding an arbitration agreement, this tactics is rather speculative. 

Moreover, it does not seem to work outside England, which is the only Member State 

with the tradition of the very broad arbitration exception. 
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8.1.4 Indemnities and Liquidated Damages 

This last tactics is probably the most congenial and could be used in most Member 

States, including the Czech Republic. The concept is simple – the parties insert into 

their arbitration agreement an appropriate indemnities and/or a liquidated damages 

clause which would ensure that the innocent party recovers its costs and damages in the 

event of a breach of the arbitration agreement.
165

 Although an innocent party might be 

able to recover damages even without such a clause
166

, this would bring more certainty 

to the legal relationship thus having a stronger deterrent effect on the potential abuser. 

Obviously, this tactics does not formally constitute a hinderance of the parallel 

proceedings; it operates as a deterrent factor as well as a legal basis for mitigation of 

incurred loss of the innocent party. 

8.2 Revision of the Brussels I Regulation 

In this section we will concentrate on a very important consequence of West Tankers – 

the impulse to reform the Brussels I Regulation. Although the need for a reform has 

been evident long before this ECJ’s decision, West Tankers pointed to some of the most 

problematic provisions of the Brussels I Regulation. The planned reform is far-reaching; 

in this thesis we will discuss only the issues tied to the ECJ’s decision in West Tankers. 

Specifically, we will analyse the changes proposed in connection to the arbitration 

exception and the lis pendens rule. 

8.2.1 The Heidelberg Report 

Already in 2007 the Heidelberg Report
167

 acknowledged that the interpretation and 

application of the arbitration exception causes significant problems. However, most of 

the Member States expressed the desire not to include arbitration into the revised 

Brussels I Regulation.
168

 At the same time, the Heidelberg Report discussed several 

proposals which might have solved the ongoing conflict between arbitration and the 

Brussels I Regulation: 

i. complete deletion of the arbitration exception; 
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ii. establishing exclusive jurisdiction for ancillary proceedings at the state court of 

the seat of arbitration in the Art. 22; 

iii. the addition of a true “arbitration exception clause“ by addressing formal 

validity and the legal effects of arbitration agreement; 

iv. enlarging the grounds for non-recognition (Art. 34) in such a way that the non-

respect of an arbitration agreement or of an arbitral award should be treated as 

a bar for the recognition of a judgment given by a court in another Member 

State; 

v. adoption of a specific instrument devised for recognition and enforcement of 

arbitral awards. 

In the end, the Heidelberg Report suggested two possible solutions. The first one is the 

deletion of the arbitration exception. The second proposal is the insertion of new 

provisions addressing annex proceedings to arbitration. The new Article 22(6) should 

read as follows: 

“The following courts shall have exclusive jurisdiction, regardless of 

domicile, (…) 

(6) in ancillary proceedings concerned with the support of arbitration 

the courts of the Member State in which the arbitration takes place.”
169

 

This would mean that in case of an agreement that designates London as a venue for 

arbitration the English courts would have exclusive jurisdiction. However, this new 

provision would not solve the problem of parallel proceedings. Therefore, the 

Heidelberg Report proposes the insertion of a new Article 27 A, which would provide: 

“A court of a Member State shall stay the proceedings once the defendant 

contests the jurisdiction of the court with respect to the existence and the 

scope of an arbitration agreement if the court of the Member State that is 

designated as the place of arbitration in the arbitration agreement is seised 

for declaratory relief in respect to the existence, the validity, and/or the 

scope of that arbitration agreement”.
170
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This proposal seems to be an ideal solution for dealing with the problem of torpedo 

actions. Again, applied to the context of West Tankers, West Tankers could file 

a motion for a declaratory relief with respect to the existence, the validity and/or the 

scope of the arbitration agrement with the English court, which would have exclusive 

jurisdiction under the new Art. 22(6). Consequently, the Italian court would have to stay 

the proceedings once West Tankers contests its jurisdiction with respect to the existence 

and the scope of the arbitration agreement. 

8.2.2 The EC Report and the Green Paper 

In 2009 the European Commision (“EC“) presented its Report
171

 accompanied by the 

Green Paper
172

. Like Heidelberg Report, the EC Report expressly addressed the 

problematic application of certain Brussels I Regulation provisions and the 

compatibility of anti-suit injunctions with the Brussels-Lugano regime. Clearly, both the 

Green Paper and the EC Report relate to the proposals expressed in the Heidelberg 

Report. As to the arbitration exception, the Green Paper proposed a (partial) deletion of 

the arbitration exception so that court proceedings in support of arbitration might come 

within the scope of the Regulation. However, this proposal would not be compliant with 

the express decision of parties to refer their dispute to an arbitral tribunal. In fact, the 

party that concluded an arbitration agreement would be forced to request a court to stay 

proceedings before courts in other Member States. Consequently, this might lead to a 

further increase in the amount of parallel proceedings.
173

 

The EC Report also acknowledged the concerns of the rising trend of  the use of 

torpedoes in areas such as corporate loan and competition cases.
174

 Therefore, the 

revision of the lis pendens rule seemed to be inevitable as well. However, with respect 

to combating torpedo actions the EC did not introduce any definite solutions that would 

seem to be satisfying. In this respect, the Green Paper merely called for the support of 
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a direct communication and cooperation between the two courts, which could be 

combined with a deadline for the court first seised to decide upon jurisdiction. 

The problem of parallel proceedings has been addressed also in the position of the 

Czech Republic on the Green Paper
175

. The Czech Republic supports the EC’s proposal 

not to apply the lis pendens rule on torpedo actions. Rather, there should be a uniform 

definition of a negative declaratory action and the general support for a better 

communication and cooperation between the affected courts. 

As to the arbitration exception and the enforcement of the arbitration agreements, the 

Czech Republic emphasized the importance of retaining the integrity and effectivity of 

the New York Convention. Overall, the Czech Republic is of that opinion that the 

potential deletion of the arbitration exception would have to be accompanied by 

a special rule granting the state court at the seat of the arbitration exclusive jurisdiction 

with respect to all matters relating to arbitration. 

8.2.3 The 2012 Proposal for the Brussels I Regulation 

On 14 December 2010 the EC introduced a proposal of the regulation which would, in 

line with the legislative procedure of recast, replace the Brussels I Regulation. The 

recast procedure rests in adoption of a new EU law, which is in fact a novelisation of 

the previous piece of legislation so that the new regulation would be more lucid.
176

 The 

latest version of the proposal for the Brussels I Regulation has been adopted on 1 June 

2012 (the “2012 Proposal“)
177

. 

First of all, it is important to point out that the arbitration exception contained in the Art. 

(1)(2)(d) has not been deleted. What is crucial is the insertion of a new Article 84(2) 

which states that the Brussels I Regulation shall not affect the application of the New 

York Convention. This provision has not been even in the 2010 version of the Proposal. 
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Furthermore, the 2012 Proposal intends to insert a lenghty recital specifying the scope 

of the arbitration exception as follows: 

"This Regulation should not apply to arbitration. Nothing in this Regulation 

should prevent the courts of a Member State, when seised of an action in a 

matter in respect of which the parties have made an arbitration agreement, 

from referring the parties to arbitration or from staying or dismissing the 

proceedings and from examining whether the arbitration agreement is null 

and void, inoperative or incapable of being performed, in accordance with 

their national law. 

A ruling given by a court of a Member State as to whether or not an 

arbitration agreement is null and void, inoperative or incapable of being 

performed should not be subject to the rules of recognition and enforcement 

of this Regulation, regardless of whether the court decided on this as a 

principal issue or as an incidental question.  

On the other hand, where a court, exercising jurisdiction under this 

Regulation or under national law, has determined that an arbitration 

agreement is null and void, inoperative or incapable of being performed, this 

should not prevent that the court’s judgment on the substance of the matter 

be recognized and, as the case may be, enforced in accordance with this 

Regulation. This should be without prejudice to the competence of the 

courts of the Member States to decide on the recognition and enforcement 

of arbitral awards in accordance with the Convention on the Recognition 

and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, done at New York on 10 June 

1958, which takes precedence over this Regulation. 

This Regulation should not apply to any action or ancillary proceedings 

relating to, in particular, the establishment of the arbitral tribunal, the 

powers of the arbitrators, the conduct of the arbitration procedure or any 

other aspects of such a procedure, nor to any action or judgment concerning 

the annulment, review, appeal, recognition and enforcement of an arbitral 

award. " 
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The significance of this recital lies in the explicit expression of what does not fall within 

the scope of the Regulation. Also, it sets out a special procedure when it comes to 

recognition and enforcement of rulings on validity of arbitration agreements – these 

would no longer be a subject to an automatic recognition and enforcement. 

As to the lis pendens provisions, the 2012 Proposal has inserted a new paragraph - 

Art.27(2) – which states that in case of parallel proceedings and upon request by a court 

seised of the dispute any other court seised shall without delay inform the former court 

of the date when it was seised and of whether it has established jurisdiction over the 

dispute or, failing that, of the estimated time for establishing jurisdiction. This new 

paragraph is obviously inspired by the EC’s Report and the Green Paper, which called 

for a better communication and cooperation between the courts. Also, it aims to prevent 

torpedo actions by obliging a court to give a notice on the time estimated for 

establishing jurisdiction. However, it merely imposes an obligation of notification, not 

an obligation to decide within a reasonable time period. This may be considered as 

a significant step back in comparison to the 2010 version, which stated that ... the court 

first seised shall establish its jurisdiction within six months except where exceptional 

circumstances make this impossible. 

In summary, despite the attempt to minimize the occurence of torpedo actions and 

diminishing the problems arising out of enforcement of arbitration agreements, it is 

questionable, whether the 2012 Proposal would in practice lead to a major change in the 

positive direction. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, the ECJ’s decision in West Tankers has had a great practical impact in 

many ways. First and foremost, it pointed to major disagreement on the interpretation 

and application of some of the most fundamental rules contained in the Brussels I 

Regulation whereas the uniform application of these rules is crucial for smooth 

functioning of the whole system. Although the Brussels I Regulation indisputably fulfils 

its objective set out in its Preamble, namely to unify the rules of conflict of jurisdiction 

and simplify the formalities tied to the recognition and enforcement, there are still some 

loopholes, which become more evident when the uniform rules clash with specific 

procedural rules of certain Member States. 

One of these distinctive features is the long-standing tradition of the English courts to 

grant anti-suit injunctions. Clearly, they turn out to be very effective when it comes to 

combating “torpedo actions” and enforcing arbitration agreements. On the other hand, 

they do interfere with one of the most treasured principles of public international law – 

the principle of non-interference and state sovereignty. 

This clash of principles has been resolved by the ECJ to the effect that the anti-suit 

injunctions are no longer permissible within the Brussels-Lugano regime. This decision 

was not surprising as it followed a clear trend established by previous ECJ’s decisions 

of Gasser v MISAT and Turner v Grovit. At the same time it meant a great 

disappointment for the community of arbitration practitioners, especially the ones seated 

in London. This disappointment stemmed both from the decision itself and from the 

reasoning of the ECJ as it was based on rather unconvincing argumentation and thus 

lacked the persuasive power. Some critiques argue that the ECJ promoted the policy 

objectives - the primacy of the EU law and the rigorous harmonisation - without trying 

to find an optimal solution by finding a true meaning of specific provisions of the 

Brussels I Regulation. 

Although the English courts later mitigated the consequences of West Tankers, they 

have lost one of the most power tools for enforcement of arbitration agreements. 

Consequently, there has been fear, expressed already in the opinion delivered by the 

House of Lords, that London would lose its position as a major international arbitration 

centre. Still, it seems that this concern has been overstated. Although the English courts 
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have no longer the power of ordering injunctions restraining proceedings in another 

Member States, there are still another tactics that could prevent or stop torpedo 

litigations. However, the ultimate answer would be the long-planned revision of the 

Brussels I Regulation. 
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ABSTRACT (EN) 

The aim of this thesis is to analyse the decision of the Court of Justice of the European 

Union (“ESD”) in the case of Allianz SpA (formerly Riunione Adriatica Di Sicurta SpA) 

and Others v West Tankers Inc. („West Tankers“), in which the Court ruled that an anti-

suit injunction, issued to enforce an arbitration agreement, is incompatible with the 

Council Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 on jurisdiction and the recognition and 

enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters (“Brussels I Regulation”). 

The thesis is divided into eight chapters, whereas as to the methodology, a case study 

approach is applied. 

The first chapter is an introduction to the legal context of the dispute, with 

determination of the relevant law and legal concepts. The most important legal concept 

is the power to grant an anti-suit injunction, which could be defined as an order 

preventing a party from beginning or continuing to commence legal proceedings in 

another forum. 

The second chapter deals with the use of anti-suit injunctions by the English courts prior 

West Tankers decision with a special emphasis on its compatibility with the Brussels I 

Regulation. Also, we will introduce the abusive delaying tactics of “torpedo actions”, as 

well as the problems caused by the interpretation of the arbitration exception contained 

in the Brussels I Regulation. 

In the following chapter we will concisely establish the factual background of the 

presented dispute. Consequently, the fourth chapter summarizes the conclusions of the 

proceedings leading to the ECJ decision, i.e. the reasoning of the English courts – the 

Commercial Court and the House of Lords. 

In the fifth chapter we would closely examine the opinion delivered by the Advocate 

General Juliane Kokott as well as highlight the importance of the AGs’ opinions in 

general and their impact on the ECJ’s decision. The following chapter is crucial since it 

summarizes the findings and legal reasoning contained in the final ECJ’s decision. The 

Court found that anti-suit injunctions are incompatible with the Brussels I Regulation 

since they interfere with the principle of mutual trust between the courts of the Member 

States. The fact, that the anti-suit injunction was issued in order to enforce the 
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arbitration agreement does not cause the dispute to fall outside the scope of the Brussels 

I Regulation, since the subject-matter of the dispute (i.e. a claim in tort) is decisive. 

In the seventh chapter we will review the proceedings following the ECJ’s decision in 

which the English courts de facto mitigated its consequences and diverted the “Italian 

torpedo”. Finally, the last chapter considers the implications of the West Tankers 

decision in the context of the revision of the Brussels I Regulation, which proposes 

changes to the provisions regarding the arbitration exception and the lis pendens rule. 

Also, we will analyse some of the alternate remedies that might possibly have the same 

effect as anti-suit injunctions (when it comes to restraining “torpedo actions”) and still 

be compatible with the principles inherent to the Brussels I Regulation. 
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ABSTRAKT (SJ) 

Predmetom tejto práce je analýza rozhodnutia Súdneho dvora Európskej únie ("ESD") v 

prípade Allianz SpA (predtým Riunione Adriatica Di Sicurta SpA) a ďalší v West 

Tankers Inc. ("West Tankers" ), v ktorom súd rozhodol o nezlučiteľnosti anti-suit 

injunction vydaného za účelom presadenia dohody o rozhodcovskom konaní s 

nariadením Rady (ES) č. 44/2001 o právomoci a uznávaní a výkone súdnych rozhodnutí 

v občianskych a obchodných veciach ("nariadenie Brusel I"). Práca je rozdelená do 

ôsmich kapitol, pričom využívame metodologický postup prípadovej štúdie.  

Prvá kapitola je úvodom do právneho rámca sporu za súčasného vymedzenia 

základných právnych inštitútov. Centrálnym právnym inštitútom je právomoc 

anglických súdov spočívajúca vo vydávaní tzv. anti-suit injunctions, ktoré môžeme 

definovať ako opatrenie zabraňujúce strane, ktorej je adresované, zahájiť, prípadne 

pokračovať v konaní pred súdom iného štátu. 

Druhá kapitola sa zaoberá využívaním anti-suit injunctions v praxi anglických súdov v 

období predchádzajúcom rozhodnutiu vo West Tankers, s osobitným dôrazom na ich 

zlučiteľnosti s nariadením Brusel I. V tejto časti zároveň uvedieme zneužívajúcu taktiku 

tzv. „talianskeho torpéda“ a problémy spôsobené interpretáciou arbitrážnej výnimky 

obsiahnutej v nariadení Brusel I. 

V nasledujúcej kapitole stručne rekapitulujeme faktický základ uvedeného sporu. 

Následne v štvrtej kapitole zhrnieme závery súdnych konaní, ktoré predchádzali 

rozhodnutiu ESD, t.j. argumentáciu anglických súdov, pričom zvláštnu pozornosť 

venujeme názoru vyjadrenému Snemovňou Lordov. 

V piatej kapitole analyzujeme posudok generálnej advokátky Juliane Kokott, ako aj 

obecný význam posudkov generálnych advokátov pôsobiacich u ESD. Nasledujúca 

kapitola má dôležité postavenie, keďže sumarizujeme závery a právne odôvodnenie 

konečného rozhodnutia ESD. Súd rozhodol o nezlučiteľnosti anti-suit injunctions 

s nariadením Brusel I z dôvodu porušenia princípu vzájomnej dôvery medzi súdmi 

členských štátov Európskej únie. Skutočnosť, že toto opatrenie bolo vydané z dôvodu 

presadenia rozhodcovskej dohody, podľa názoru ESD, nespôsobuje vyňatie sporu 

s pôsobnosti nariadenia Brusel I; rozhodujúcim je totiž hmotne-právny základ sporu. 
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V siedmej kapitole zrekapitulujeme súdne konania, ktoré nasledovali po vydaní 

rozhodnutia ESD, a v ktorých anglické súdy de facto zmiernili jeho následky. Posledná 

kapitola zvažuje dôsledky rozhodnutia vo West Tankers v kontexte revízie nariadenia 

Brusel I, ktorá obsahuje návrhy zmien ustanovení týkajúcich sa arbitrážnej výnimky 

a pravidla lis pendens. V tejto časti zároveň poukazujeme na možné alternatívy 

k inštitútu anti-suit injunctions, ktoré by mali podobný účinok ako vyššie uvedené 

opatrenie a zároveň by boli v súlade s princípmi vlastnými nariadeniu Brusel I. 
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Cieľom tejto práce bolo priblížiť zásadné rozhodnutie Európskeho súdneho dvora 

(„ESD“) vo veci Allianz SpA (formerly Riunione Adriatica Di Sicurta SpA) and Others 

v West Tankers Inc. („West Tankers“) a jeho praktický dopad na rozhodovanie súdov 

v rámci Európskej únie s ohľadom na presadzovanie dohôd o rozhodcovskom konaní.  

Toto rozhodnutie bolo a je významné z viacerých dôvodov. Hlavným dôsledkom bol 

konečný výrok ESD o nezlučiteľnosti tzv. anti-suit injunctions s nariadením č. 44/2001 

o právomoci a o uznávaní a výkone rozsudkov v občianskych a obchodných veciach 

(„nariadenie Brusel I“). Treba však upozorniť, že toto rozhodnutie bolo očakávateľné 

s ohľadom na predošlé rozhodnutie ESD vo veci Turner v Grovit; v tomto prípade však 

anti-suit injunction smeroval proti prebiehajúcemu súdnemu konaniu v inom členskom 

štáte, s tým, že spor mal podľa dohody rozhodnúť iný súd, zatiaľ čo v prípade West 

Tankers anglický súd vydal príkaz na zastavenie súdneho konania pred talianskym 

súdom presadzujúc dohodu o rozhodcovskom konaní, ktorá stanovila, že daný spor patrí 

do právomoci rozhodcovského tribunálu v Londýne. 

Bolo to práve presadenie dohody o rozhodcovskom konaní, ktoré odlišovalo prípad 

West Tankers od Turner v Grovit. Rozhodcovské konanie alebo arbitráž, ako 

alternatívna forma riešenia sporov vyznačujúca sa rýchlosťou a menšou formálnosťou 

konania, nepochybne prispieva k podpore obchodného styku v rámci Európskej únie 

(„EÚ“). Avšak napriek tomu, že arbitráž ako taká je vylúčená z pôsobnosti nariadenia 

Brusel I, interpretácia tejto výnimky je v praxi často problematická. Navyše, 

nejednoznačné rozhranie medzi arbitrážou a štandartným súdnym konaním je častokrát 

využívané tými, ktorí sa chcú vyhnúť plneniu svojich záväzkov. 

Zároveň treba pripomenúť, že ani európska integrácia nie je absolútna pokiaľ ide o 

zjednotenie pravidiel o konflikte jurisdikcií; v praxi tak môžu byť vnútroštátne predpisy 

považované za nezlučiteľné s európskou legislatívou. Ďalšie konflikty sa môžu 

vyskytnúť v prípade nejednotnej interpretácie určitého princípu alebo pravidla. Z tohoto 

dôvodu vytvorili členské štáty ESD, ktorého primárnou úlohou je dbieť nad tým, aby 

bolo právo Európskej únie interpretované a aplikované jednotne vo všetkých členských 

štátoch. 
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Jedným s takýchto potencionálne nezlučiteľným vnútroštátnym opatrením je právomoc 

anglických súdov vydávať tzv. anti-suit injunctions. Výrok, ktorým ESD rozhodol o 

nezlučiteľnosti tohoto opatrenia s nariadením Brusel I, spôsobil búrlivé diskusie a 

rozporuplné závery, ktorých súčasťou boli obavy o budúcnosť arbitráží v rámci 

Bruselského režimu. Táto práca sa snaží analyzovať jednak samotné rozhodnutie ESD, 

ako aj závery anglických súdov a následný vývoj naznačený v plánovanej reforme 

nariadenia Brusel I. Súčasne skúma možné alternatívy k anti-suit injunctions, ktoré by 

boli efektívne a zároveň by nenarušovali suverenitu ostatných členských štátov. 

Zvolenou metódou je metóda prípadovej štúdie, ktorá umožňuje prostredníctvom popisu 

rozhodných skutočností a následnej analýzy a syntézy záverov vyjadrených 

v konkrétnych rozhodnutiach, skúmať problematické teoretické otázky; v tomto prípade 

súlad anti-suit injuctions s nariadením Brusel I. Samotná diplomová práca je členená do 

ôsmych kapitol. 

Prvá kapitola je úvodom do právneho kontextu a základných inštitútov rozoberaných 

v tejto práci. Základný právny rámec predstavuje nariadenie Brusel I, ktoré unifikuje 

pravidlá o určovaní súdnej príslušnosti, uznávaní a výkone súdnych rozhodnutí v rámci 

EÚ; toto nariadenie nahradilo Bruselský dohovor o súdnej príslušnosti a výkone 

súdnych rozhodnutí v občianskych a obchodných veciach z roku 1968. Pre naše účely je 

mimoriadne dôležitý predovšetkým čl. 1 odst. 2 písm. d) tohoto nariadenia, ktorý 

vylučuje rozhodcovské konanie z pôsobnosti nariadenia, a čl. 27, ktorý obsahuje 

pravidlo lis pendens. 

Treba si však uvedomiť, že národné súdy si aj napriek tejto výnimke v prospech 

rozhodcovského konania zachovávajú určité právomoci, napr. právomoc rozhodovať o 

vlastnej jurisdikcii a v rámci toho i o existencii a platnosti arbitrážnej dohody. Zároveň 

sú viazané Dohovorom o uznávaní a výkone cudzích rozhodcovských nálezov („New 

Yorský dohovor“). 

Napriek tomu, že by sa očakávalo, že národné súdy budú aplikovať prima faciae test pre 

účely rozhodovania o existencii a platnosti rozhodcovských dohôd a následného 

odkázania strán k príslušnému fóru, nie je to vždy tak. Niektoré členské štáty totiž 

disponujú nefunkčnými súdnymi systémami, ktorých dôsledkom sú extrémne dlhé 
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lehoty pre rozhodnutie aj tých najjednoduchších prípadov. Tento fenomén je niekedy 

využívaný ako zdržiavacia taktika, nazývaná „talianske torpédo“, proti ktorému je 

namierený práve inštitút anti-suit injunctions. 

Nasledujúca kapitola je venovaná samotnému inštitútu „anti-suit injunctions“, ktorý je 

rozoberaný jednak na teoretickej úrovni, a zároveň v kontexte rozhodovacej praxe 

anglických súdov v období predchádzajúcom rozhodnutiu ESD v prípade West Tankers. 

V obecnej rovine je anti-suit injunction opatrením slúžiacim k zabráneniu zahájenia 

súdneho konania, prípadne k zabráneniu v jeho pokračovaní. Príkaz je adresovaný 

skutečnému alebo potencionálnemu žalobcovi, a preto je „common law“ doktrínou 

chápaný ako opatrenie in personam. Je nutné podotknúť, že tradícia vydávania príkazov 

tohoto druhu je takmer výlučne spätá s rozhodovacou praxou anglických súdov. 

Jurisdikcie vychádzajúce z tradície „civil law“ prax vydávania anti-suit injunctions 

kritizujú ako závažné porušenie zakladných princípov medzinárodného práva verejného, 

konkrétne princípu suverenity a princípu nezasahovania. Podobne sú anti-suit 

injunctions chápané aj v kontexte režimu založeného nariadením Brusel I. 

Pozornosť si zaslúži aj otázka prípadného porušenia príkazu plynúceho z vydaného anti-

suit injunction. Takéto porušenie je v zásade chápané ako pohŕdanie súdom, ktoré môže 

viesť až zabraniu porušiteľovho majetku, v niektorých prípadoch dokonca k uväzneniu. 

Druhým dôsledkom je odmietnutie anglického súdu uznať a vykonať súdne rozhodnutie 

vydané ako dôsledok takéhoto porušenia. Tieto závažné dôsledky postihujúce porušiteľa 

príkazu sú nepochybne jedným z dôvodov vysokej efektivity tohoto opatrenia. 

Zásadnými rozhodnutiami, na ktoré argumentačne naviazal ESD aj vo veci West 

Tankers sú rozhodnutia v prípadoch Gasser v MISAT a Turner v Grovit. Až do West 

Tankers však anglické súdy pokračovali vo vydávaní anti-suit injunctions za účelom 

presadzovania arbitrážnych dohôd, a to práve v dôsledku vyňatia arbitráže z pôsobnosti 

nariadenia Brusel I. Konečne táto kapitola vysvetľuje koncept tzv. talianskeho torpéda – 

taktiky zneužívajúcej extrémne dlhé trvanie súdneho konania v niektorých štátoch, napr. 

v Taliansku a Belgicku. Dôsledkom je blokácia oprávneného nároku druhej strany na 

prejednanie sporu pred dohodnutým súdom, resp. rozhodcovským tribunálom. 
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Tretia kapitola rozoberá faktický rámec prípadu West Tankers. Začiatok sporu sa datuje 

do roku 2000, kedy loď vlastnená spoločnosťou West Tankers Inc. („West Tankers“), 

prenajatá spoločnosťou Erg Petroli SpA („Erg“), narazila do móla vlastneného Erg 

v Syrakúzach (Taliansko) a spôsobila škodu. Zmluva o prenájme obsahovala 

rozhodcovskú doložku v prospech rozhodcovského konania v Anglicku a dohodu o 

voľbe anglického práva. Poisťovne spoločnosti Erg – Allianz SpA a Generali – vyplatili 

náhradu škody do výšky poistného krytia. Následne Erg podala návrh na zahájenie 

rozhodcovského konania v Londýne o náhradu škody ohľadne nepoistených ztrát. 

V roku 2003 Allianz a Generali zahájili konanie proti West Tankers pred súdom 

v Syrakúzach za účelom vynútenia poistného plnenia zaplateného v prospech Erg. West 

Tankers následne zahájila súdne konanie pred anglickými súdmi dožadujúc sa 

predovšetkým príkazu spočívajúcim v nepokračovaní v talianskom konaní. 

V nasledujúcej kapitole rozoberáme jednotlivé konania pred anglickými súdmi, ktoré 

bezprostredne viedli k vydaniu samotného rozhodnutia ESD. V roku 2004 zahájila West 

Tankers konanie pred High Court (UK) proti Allianz a Generali a dožadovala sa okrem 

iného vydania anti-suit injuction, ktoré malo byť nasmerované proti prebiehajúcemu 

súdnemu konaniu v Syrakúzach. High Court konštatoval, že závery plynúce z Turner 

v Grovit sa v tomto prípade neaplikujú a žalobe vyhovel. 

Poisťovatelia sa odvolali k Snemovni Lordov (House of Lords), ktorá následne položila 

predbežnú otázku ESD v znení: „Je zlučiteľné s nariadením, aby súd členského štátu 

vydal príkaz, ktorým sa zakazuje určitej osobe podať návrh na zahájenie konania pred 

súdom iného členského štátu alebo v takomto konaní pokračovať, na základe toho, že 

toto nariadenie je v rozpore s dohodou o rozhodcovskom konaní?“ 

Okrem samotného faktu, že Snemovňa Lordov položila ESD predbežnú otázku si 

pozornosť zasluhuje argumentácia Lorda Hoffmanna, ktorá je výstižným vyjadrením 

anglosaského ponímania opatrenia anti-suit injuction. Je nutné podotknúť, že 

odôvodnenie zohľadňuje teoretické i praktické otázky vyplývajúce z vydávania anti-suit 

injunctions. Lord Hoffmann predovšetkým vyzdvihuje aspekt účinnosti tohoto 

opatrenia. Zároveň pripomína, že pozornosť by mala byť venovaná predovšetkým 

slobodne vyjadrenej vôle strán zveriť rozhodovanie potencionálneho sporu 

arbitrážnemu tribunálu. V závere vyjadril obavu o budúcnosť arbitráží v rámci EÚ; bez 
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právomoci vydávať anti-suit injunctions by totiž Spojené Kráľovstvo stratilo výhodu 

pro-arbitrážnej jurisdikcie a tým by sa posilnilo postavenie ďalších centier, akými sú 

napr. New York, či Singapur. 

Predmetom piatej kapitoly je analýza posudku generálnej advokátky („AG“) Juliane 

Kokott. V prvej časti rozoberáme vo všeobecnosti úlohu generálnych advokátov a 

význam ich posudkov. Napriek tomu, že posudok AG nie je pre ESD záväzný, vo 

veľkej väčšine prípadov súd argumentáciu AG nasleduje. Posudky AG sú totiž oveľa 

detailnejšie ako samotné rozhodnutia ESD; navyše často prinášajú progresívne riešenia 

právneho problému. 

Druhá časť piatej kapitoly je venovaná rozboru právnej argumentácie AG Kokott a jej 

právnych záverov, ktoré z veľkej časti prevzal ESD do svojho konečného rozhodnutia. 

Treba podotknúť, že AG Kokott vypracovala skutočne dôslednú analýzu predmetného 

prípadu a zohľadnila všetky argumentačné body vznesené Lordom Hoffmannom. 

Osobitú pozornosť si zasluhuje predovšetkým porovnanie common law a civil law 

prístupov k interpretácii arbitrážnej výnimky, pričom sa AG nakoniec priklonila k užšej 

interpretácii presadzovanej hlavne členskými štátmi kontinentálnej Európy, ako aj 

samotným ESD. 

AG Kokott sa venovala, na rozdiel od ESD, aj poznámke Lorda Hoffmanna, ktorá 

rozoberala praktické aspekty vydávania anti-suit injunctions. V tomto ohľade vyjadrila 

AG Kokott jednoznačný názor – ciele čisto ekonomickej povahy nemôžu odôvodniť 

porušenie komunitárneho práva. 

V poslednej časti svojho posudku AG uznala, že súčasná úprava neposkytuje dostatočne 

účinný mechanizmus, ktorý by zabránil zneužívajúcim taktikám typu talianskeho 

torpéda. Avšak jednostranné vydávanie anti-suit injunctions podľa nej odpoveďou nie 

je. Existuje totiž obava, že by i ostatné členské štáty zaviedli podobné opatrenia (i keď 

podľa nás je takýto scenár veľmi nepravdepodobný) a následne ich používali proti sebe, 

čo by mohlo viesť až k situácii, že by nakoniec prevážilo opatrenie spojené 

s najzávažnejšími dôsledkami v prípade porušenia. Súhlasíme však s názorom AG 

Kokott, podľa ktorej je jediným možným riešením zmena súčasnej úpravy obsiahnutej 

v nariadení Brusel I. 
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Kľúčovou je nasledujúca kapitola, ktorá detailne rozoberá predmetné rozhodnutie ESD. 

Prvá podkapitola je zameraná na teoretický výklad o konaní o predbežnej otázke a 

záväznosti záverov ESD. Druhá časť sumarizuje jednotlivé body rozhodnutia. Konečne 

tretia podkapitola obsahuje podrobnú analýzu argumentácie ESD. 

Kľúčovým pre konečné rozhodnutie bolo vyriešenie problému interpretácie arbitrážnej 

výnimky z pôsobnosti nariadenia Brusel I. ESD dospel k záveru, že rozhodujúcim je 

predmet sporu – v prípade, že spadá do pôsobnosti nariadenia Brusel I, je súd, ktorý je 

v zásade príslušný oprávnený rozhodnúť  či sa uplatní arbitrážna výnimka a následne 

buď vec rozhodne sám alebo ju postúpi rozhodcovskému orgánu. Keďže daný spor 

spadá, podľa názoru ESD, do pôsobnosti nariadenia Brusel I, mohol súd rozhodnúť o 

súlade anti-suit injunctions s nariadením Brusel I. ESD pritom odkázal na závery 

Gasser v MISAT a Turner v Grovit a rozhodol, že dané opatrenie je v rozpore 

s princípom vzájomnej dôvery medzi súdmi členských štátov. Národný súd je teda 

oprávnený preskúmať či je daná jeho príslušnosť a v prípade existencie platnej 

rozhodcovskej dohody rozhodnúť o odkázaní strán na konanie pred príslušným 

rozhodcovským orgánom. 

Princíp vzájomnej dôvery, obsiahnutý v Preambule k nariadeniu Brusel I, je vystavaný 

na podobnom základe ako princíp tzv. „comity“, ktorý vyžaduje určitú mieru rešpektu 

medzi suverénnymi štátmi. Je to práve princíp comity, ktorým anglická doktrína 

tradične obmedzovala používanie anti-suit injunctions. Avšak, na rozdiel od  princípu 

vzájomnej dôvery, princíp comity umožňuje použitie anti-suit injunctions, a to 

predovšetkým v prípadoch, kedy daný spor spadá do prirodzenej sféry pôsobnosti 

anglických súdov. 

Aplikovanie princípu vzájomnej dôvery na daný prípad je kritizovaný z viacerých 

dôvodov. Prvým z nich je samotná povaha anti-suit injunctions, ktoré sú podľa 

anglickej doktríny výlučne opatrením in personam. Avšak, podľa ESD porušenie 

princípu vzájomnej dôvery nemôže byť odôvodnené tým, že dané opatrenie len 

nepriamo zasahuje do jurisdikcie súdu iného členského štátu a že je nasmerované proti 

zneužívajúcim praktikám žalovaného. 
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Ďalšou spornou otázkou je samotná argumentácia postavená na pomerne nejasnom 

princípe obsiahnutom v Preambule. I keď ESD vo svojej rozhodovacej praxi často 

odkazuje na princípy vychádzajúce zo samotnej podstaty európskeho práva, je otázne, 

prečo v tomto prípade súd uprednostnil jeden princíp pred ostatnými, ktoré sú rovnako 

ako princíp vzájomnej dôvery obsiahnuté v Preambule k nariadeniu Brusel I. Príkladom 

týchto princípov môže byť napr. autonómia vôle zmluvných strán. 

Konečne posledným nedostatkom tejto, pomerne rigidnej interpretácie ESD, je že 

v zásade nerieši problém tzv. talianskeho torpéda. Práve naopak, interpretácia ESD, 

ktorá nepriamo umožňuje zneužívajúce praktiky zakladajúce sa na extrémne dlhom 

súdnom konaní, sa dostáva do rozporu s čl. 6 ECHR, ktorý okrem iného zakotvuje 

právo na súdne konanie v primeranej lehote. 

V siedmej kapitole rozoberáme súdne konania, ktoré nasledovali po rozhodnutí ESD, a 

v rámci ktorých anglické súdy de facto zmiernili následky vyššie uvedenej interpretácie 

a následného rozhodnutia ESD. Ešte v roku 2008 vyniesol rozhodcovský tribunál 

v Londýne nález, ktorým prehlásil, že West Tankers nenesie žiadnu zodpovednosť voči 

Allianz a Generali. Poisťovatelia však po rozhodnutí ESD pokračovali v súdnom konaní 

pred talianskym súdom, dožadujúc sa rozhodnutia o rovnakej veci, o ktorej rozhodol 

rozhodcovský tribunál. Keďže čl. 34 odst. 3 o automatickom uznávaní a výkone 

rozhodnutí sa aplikuje len na súdne rozhodnutia vydané súdnymi orgánmi členských 

štátov EÚ, West Tankers sa obávalo, že v prípade priaznivého rozhodnutia sa Allianz a 

Generali pokúsia o jeho výkon v Anglicku. Z tohoto dôvodu West Tankers požiadalo 

príslušný anglický súd o prevedenie rozhodcovského nálezu na súdne rozhodnutie, čo je 

možné podľa para. 66 odst. 1 a 2 anglického zákona o rozhodcovskom konaní („1996 

Arbitration Act“). Podmienkou je však vykonateľnosť daného rozhodnutia. Anglické 

súdy sa teda museli zaoberať otázkou možnosti výkonu deklaratórneho nálezu. 

Nakoniec dospeli ku kladnej odpovedi a previedli nález na súdne rozhodnutie. 

V dôsledku toho nemôže byť rozhodcovský nález (vo forme súdneho rozhodnutia) 

ohrozený prípadným rozhodnutím talianskeho súdu, ktorý by mohol dospieť 

k opačnému výsledku – t.j. rozhodnúť o deliktuálnej zodpovednosti West Tankers. 

Význam tohoto rozhodnutia spočíva vo vytvorení ďalšieho obranného mechanizmu 

proti „talianskemu torpédu“. 
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West Tankers však ani týmto rozhodnutím nedosiahlo plnej satisfakcie. Ďalším krokom 

bola žaloba o náhradu škody (adresovaná rozhodcovskému tribunálu v Londýne), 

v súvislosti s nákladmi spojenými so súdnym konaním v Taliansku, a na odškodnenie 

plynúce z rozhodnutia talianskeho súdu, ktorý by presahoval hodnotu stanovenú 

konečným nálezom. Prekvapivo, londýnsky tribunál odmietol toto odškodnenie priznať 

s poukazom na nedostatok príslušnosti. Napriek tomu, že arbitráž ako taká nespadá do 

pôsobnosti nariadenia Brusel I, komunitárne právo nedovoluje „potrestať“ zmluvnú 

stranu za pokračovanie v súdnom konaní, ktorého súlad s právom EÚ bol konštatovaný 

samotným ESD. Anglický súd však vyjadril opačný názor, ktorý je postavený na 

premise, že tribunál, na rozdiel od národného súdu, nemusí umožniť uplatnenie princípu 

efektivity, a teda nemusí uznať právo Allianz a Generali na súdne konanie pred súdom 

v Syrakúzach. 

V poslednej kapitole rozoberáme praktický dopad rozhodnutia v prípade West Tankers. 

Prvú podkapitolu venujeme rozboru možných alternatív k anti-suit injunctions, ktoré by 

efektívne zabraňovali zneužívajícim praktikám „talianskeho torpéda“ a zároveň by boli 

v súlade s nariadením Brusel I. U každého opatrenia zároveň zvažujeme jeho 

použiteľnosť v kontexte českého právneho systému. 

Prvá taktika spočíva v zahájení súdneho konania, dožadujúc sa vydania deklaratórneho 

rozhodnutia o existencii a platnosti rozhodcovskej dohody, a to pred tým, ako sa bude 

druhá strana snažiť o „torpédovanie“ daného sporu (napr. podaním žaloby u talianskeho 

či belgického súdu). Táto taktika je nepochybne dostupná v ktoromkoľvek štáte EÚ, 

vrátane Českej republiky. Istá nepraktickosť spočíva v nutnosti predpovedania krokov 

protistrany. 

Druhou taktikou je možnosť vydania anti-suit injunction rozhodcovským tribunálom. 

Použiteľnosť tohoto opatrenia je už problematickejšie, keďže je viazaná na splnenie 

viacerých podmienok. Je nutné podotknúť, že je prakticky nepoužiteľné v rámci 

českého právneho poriadku, keďže podľa českého práva majú oprávnenie vydávať 

predbežné opatrenia výlučne obecné súdy. 

Treťou taktikou je využitie nevykonateľnosti súdneho rozhodnutia vydaného v rozpore 

s rozhodcovskou dohodou. Konečne posledným možným opatrením zabraňujúcim 
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zneužívajúcim praktikám je zmluvné ujednanie o náhrade škody viazané na porušenie 

rozhodcovskej dohody. Napriek tomu, že dotknutá strana by pravdepodobne dosiahla 

odškodnenia i v prípade absencie podobného ustanovenia, takéto opatrenie prináša do 

právneho vzťahu vyššiu mieru istoty a zároveň slúži aj ako prevencia nežiaduceho 

konania protistrany. 

Druhá podkapitola je venovaná plánovanej reforme nariadenia Brusel I, pričom sa 

sústredíme predovšetkým na zmeny súvisiace s prípadom West Tankers, t.j. arbitrážnu 

výnimku a pravidlo lis pendens. Napriek tomu, že rozsiahla novela predmetného 

nariadenia bola plánovaná už pred rozhodnutím ESD, bol to práve prípad West Tankers, 

ktorý poukázal na nedostatky súčasnej úpravy. Už v roku 2007 bola vypracovaná tzv. 

Heidelbergská správa, ktorá naznačila, že interpretácia rozsahu pôsobnosti nariadenia 

vo vzťahu k arbitráži predstavuje v praxi problém. Jedným z návrhov bolo aj úplné 

vylúčenie tejto výnimky, ktoré by vtiahlo rozhodcovské konanie pod režim nariadenia 

Brusel I. Keďže sa však väčšina členských štátov vyjadrila proti tomuto návrhu, 

predstavila Heidelberská správa niekoľko alternatívnych riešení. Najvhodnejšou sa 

javila alternatíva zakotvenia výlučnej príslušnosti súdu v mieste konania arbitráže.  

Na návrh artikulovaný v Heidelberskej správe naviazala aj Európska komisia vo svojej 

správe („Správa EK“), ktorú sprevádzala tzv. Zelená kniha. Čo sa týka arbitrážnej 

výnimky, Správa EK navrhla jej čiastnočné zrušenie v dôsledku čoho by súdne konanie 

na podporu arbitráže spadalo do pôsobnosti nariadenia. Podľa nášho názoru by však táto 

úprava nebola v súlade s výslovnou dohodou strán o predložení sporu rozhodcovskému 

orgánu. Správa EK zároveň upozornila na rastúci trend využívania taktiky „talianskeho 

torpéda“ a v súvislosti s tým navrhla zmeny dotýkajúce sa pravidla lis pendens. Zelená 

kniha však, podľa nášho názoru, nepriniesla uspokojivé riešenie ani v tomto smere – 

navrhovala iba presadiť a posilniť priamu komunikáciu a spoluprácu medzi súdmi 

členských štátov, ktorá by mohla byť prípadne doplnená záväznou lehotou pre 

rozhodnutie, ktorým súd rozhodne o svojej príslušnosti. K daným návrhom sa vyjadrila 

aj Česká republika – zásadne podporila návrh EK neaplikovať pravidlo lis pendens na 

prípady „talianskeho torpéda“. Zároveň sa vyjadrila pre jednotnú definíciu zápornej 

určovacej žaloby a pre posilnenie medzi-súdnej komunikácie a spolupráce. 
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Posledným návrhom k zásadnej novelizácii (ktorá bude de facto prijatím nového 

nariadenia v zmysle legislatívnej techniky tzv. recast) je návrh Európskej komisie zo 

dňa 14. decembra 2010, v prepracovanej verzii z 1. júna 2012 („Návrh 2012“). 

Predovšetkým je nutné podotknúť, že arbitrážna výnimka obsiahnutá v čl. 1 odst. 2 

písm. d) nebola zrušená. Naopak, je doplnená pomerne dlhou špecifikáciou rozsahu 

arbitrážnej výnimky, ktorá zakladá špeciálny postup pre uznávanie rozhodnutí o 

platnosti rozhodcovskej dohody, ktoré podľa novej úpravy nemajú byť automaticky 

uznávané a následne vykonávané. 

Čo sa týka ustanovenia lis pendens, návrh vložil do čl. 27 druhý odstavec, podľa 

ktorého majú dotknuté súdy povinnosť medzi sebou komunikovať a podávať si 

informácie o tom, kedy obdržali žalobu, a či rozhodli o svojej príslušnosti ohľadne 

určitého sporu, prípadne o odhadovanej dobe, v rámci ktorej toto rozhodnutie vydajú. 

Toto ustanovenie je nepochybne inšpirované návrhmi obsiahnutými v Správe EK a 

v Zelenej knihe. Avšak, v porovnaní s predchádzajúcimi návrhmi je toto ustanovenie 

krokom späť, keďže nestanoví záväznú lehotu, v rámci ktorej by mal súd rozhodnúť o 

svojej príslušnosti. Záverom musíme konštatovať, že i napriek nepochybnej snahe o 

reformu nariadenia Brusel I, je otázne, či navrhované zmeny budú viesť k podstatnému 

zlepšeniu v pozitívnom smere, predovšetkým s ohľadom na zabránenie zneužívajúcich 

taktík. 

Posledná časť diplomovej práce je tradične venovaná jej záveru, v ktorom sme sa snažili 

znovu poukázať na praktický dopad rozhodnutia ESD v prípade West Tankers. 

Predovšetkým, toto rozhodnutie poukázalo na zásadné rozpory v interpretácii a aplikácii 

základných pravidiel obsiahnutých v nariadení Brusel I. Zároveň sme poukázali na 

niektoré nedostatky súčasnej úpravy a demonštrovali návrhy na jej revíziu. 

Centrálnym inštitútom tejto práce bola nepochybne právomoc anglických súdov 

vydávať tzv. anti-suit injunctions, alebo príkazy zabraňujúce v zahájení, príp. 

pokračovaní v súdnom konaní, ktoré bolo v tomto prípade zneužité ako taktika 

smerujúca k porušeniu rozhodcovskej dohody. Napriek tomu, že anglické súdy stratili 

možnosť vydávať podobné príkazy zasahujúce do suverenity iného členského štátu, 

neznamená to, že by sa podstatne oslabilo postavenie mesta Londýn ako významného 

centra pre arbitráž. Ako sme demonštrovali v poslednej kapitole, existujú alternatívy 
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k anti-suit injunctions, ktoré sa vyznačujú porovnateľnou mierou účinnosti, a zároveň 

nie sú v rozpore s právom EÚ. Na druhej strane však konečným riešením problému 

paralelných súdnych konaní môže byť jedine zmena nariadenia Brusel I, ktorá nastaví 

také podmienky, ktoré zabránia zneužívajúcim taktikám, akou je „talianske torpédo“. 
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